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Changes to
be reported
to PVA here
The Calloway County property
assessment books will be open during the months of January and
February to list real estate for the
county and state property tax year
beginning Jan. 1, 2002.
During this time, it will be necessary to list changes made to property that would affect the value. New
houses, buildings, mobile homes
and any other type of improvements
made to property or existing buildings should be reported.
Car dealers must submit an itemized list of used automobiles in the
inventory as of Jan. 1.
Mobile homes that have beet! bought, traded or relocated should
be reported. Make, year and size are
necessary information needed to
make an accurate valuation.
Homeowners who will be 65
years of age during the year or those
who are totally disabled should
make application for the homestead
exemption during this time.
Homeowners who have moved from
one residence to another must reapply. Failure to make this change
could result in the loss of benefits.
The homestead exemption for
2002 will be $26,800.
Inventories, equipment and tangibles on hand Jan. 1 mintbe reported by May 15. Intangible items that
should be reported are notes and
mortgages receivable, accounts
receivable, bonds issued by corporations, churches and out-of-state
municipals.
Following state regulations, all
returns received after the May 15
deadline will be marked delinquent
and forwarded to Frankfort.
The office of Property Valuation
Administrator is located on the first
floor of the courthouse on Main
Street. For further information, call
753-3482 between 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
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U.S. presence
questioned in
training Filipinos

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo
KEY TO THE CITY .,. D
g a patriotic performance by Southwest Elementary School students Wednesday, Mu y Mayor Freed Curd (right) presented Sgt. 1st Class David Kennedy
with a key to the city. Kennedy, a Murray native who just the day before was presented a
Purple Heart during a presentation at Fort Campbell, was injured while serving in Afghanistan
during the nation's current war on terrorism.

MANILA, Philippines (AP) -- today. "There is no intention for
U.S. soldiers today (Thursday) them (U.S. troops) to become active
scouted out locations on war-torn combatants. They are trainers.
Basilan island to train Filipino That's what the Philippines asked
troops battling Muslim extremists, for and that's what we provided."
as Philippine senators questioned
Still, the Philippine defense minthe American presence.
ister said President Bush had offered
The Americans — at least one of to send U.S. soldiers to fight — an
whom was carrying a pistol — also offer Manila turned down.
visited a Philippine military base on
The U.S. soldiers were flown by
the island and Met with commanders Philippine Air Force UN-1H chopsupervising more than 7,000 troops pers to the base in the town of
fighting Abu Sayyaf rebels, said Isabella on Basilan, a remote island
Capt. Charlemagne Batayola, of the covered wit4ingles and mountains
Philippine southern military head- where the Abu Sayyaf have been
quarters.
fighting the military. Batayola did
With the United States extending not say how many US soldiers went
its war against terrorism to the to the base, but a television news
islands of the southern Philippines, station that filmed some of them
Secretary of State Colin Powell said said there were at least seven.
the mission to train Philippine
"I'm working here with my countroops against Abu Sayyaf — which terparts in the Filipino army and
has been linked to Osama bin we're going over logistics issues and
Laden's al-Qaida terror network — thipgs based upon the upcoming
was not a prelude to an American exercise," U.S. Army Maj. Charles
combat role.
Van Auken, a logistics officer, told
"It's quite different. This is noth- ABS-CBN television.
ing like Vietnam," Powell told
ABC's "Good Morning Anierica— •See Page 2

Upset law student kills 3 in shooting rampage
GRUNDY, Va. (AP) — A student upset
about flunking out of law school shot his dean
and a professor to death in their offices and
opened fire on a crowd of students, killing one
and injuring three others, authorities said.
Peter Odighizuwa, 42, was tackled, pinned
to the ground and handcuffed by students after
the shooting and was later taken into custody
by police. He was scheduled to be arraigned
Thursday in Grundy General District Court.
Odighizuwa went to the campus of the
Appalachia School of Law on Wednesday to
talk to his dean, L. Anthony Sutin, about his

dismissal, officials said. He shot Sutin and
professor Thomas Blackwell, who taught contract law to Odighizuwa, with a .380-caliber
pistol, authorities and students said.
Police said the third person slain was student Angela Dales, 33. The injured students
were in fair condition at area hospitals.
The suspect, known around the rural camplis as "Peter 0," had been struggling with his
grades for more than a year and had been dismissed once before. Chris Clifton, the
school's financial aid officer, met with
Odighizuwa a day earlier when the student

learned he was to be kicked out of school.
"He was angry. He thought he was being
treated unfairly, and he wanted to see his transcript," Clifton said. Odighizuwa, a naturalized U.S. citizen from Nigeria, scheduled a
meeting for Wednesday to talk to school officials about his grades.
"I don't think Peter knew at this time that it
was going to be permanent and final," Clifton
said.
Odighizuwa is being held in the Buchanan
County Jail on three counts of capital murder
and three counts of using a firearm in the coin-

mission of a felony, authorities said.
Dr. Jack Briggs, who has a private practice
a half-mile from the school,_said Odighizuwa
went downstairs from Sutin's and Blackwell's
offices to a commons area and opened fire on
students.
"When I got there, there were boils laying
everywhere," Briggs said.
Odighizuwa left the building and dropped
his gun after being confronted_ Students then
tackled him and helped hold him down. A stu-

III See Page 2

YMCA program Assistant principal job up to Speed
'takes it outside'
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Five years ago, Paula Kroeker
was living in Nebraska and just happened to meet a Murray, Ky., resident while rock climbing in Indiana.
The two hit it off so well that they
formed a rock climbing partnership
that eventually led Kroeker to relocate here nearly eight months ago.
She had worked as a guide for
the YMCA in Nebraska and was
immediately drawn to areas such as
Land Between the Lakes with its
miles of hiking trails.
Kroeker worked out at the
Murray Family YMCA, which led
to a discussion with its director,
Andy Smith, which then led to the
establishment of the YMCA
Outdoor Adventure Program, a new
venture that !Crocker hopes will
encourage more outdoor activities
involving local residents.
"Andy and I just got to talking
one day, and it just worked out
great," she said. "This program is
not just for YMCA members. It's for
everybody in the community, and
the surrounding communities as
well."
The program will begin this

Friday with a four-day fund-raising
hike of LBL's 60-mile North/South
Trail.
Kroeker said a group of nine,
including herself, will tackle the
trail, which she said can prove to be
quite a hike. "It doesn't sound like a
lot, but when you add a 30-pound
backpack on, plus the weather and
terrain, its tough," she said.
In order to meet the program's
objective of being able to offer a
wide variety of outdoor activities,
donations of camping, backpacking,
kayaking, rock climbing and mountain biking equipment are currently
being sought.
What the program may need
more than anything, though, is
money, since it is not being funded
through the YMCA,itself.
"In the YMCA, there's little
funds, so all of the money that this
program is going to get is through
fund-raising," she said.
"They're 150 percent behind us.
Unfortunately, there's just not
enough money to support it. It will
be self-supporting after we get the
initial setup done."

III See Page 2
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
There is a new sheriff in town at Murray High
School after recently hiring Teresa Speed as its
new assistant principal.
Speed, who taught in the Calloway County
School System for the past five years, started at
MHS on Jan. 4. Her background is in teaching
special education, but she also participated in
several site based groups and she also worked
with behavioral resources.
"I worked with administration, faculty and
staff," she said.
Speed said she is very excited about being
involved in education from an administrative
standpoint. Typically, the 'assistant principal's
main job is to enforce dikigine; however, Speed
said she has no intention of becoming the
school's warden.
"Mr.(Dale) Reid is going to allow me to have
my hands in many pots," Speed said.
She plans to be actively involved in Tiger
Corps, School to Work programs, curriculum,
instruction and supervision, as well as discipline.
"I want this job to be more of a team effort,"
MHS principal Reid said."As the semester goes
on, I want someone involved in curriculum as
well as discipline."
He said he would like Speed to be actively
involved with the students because of her excellent background with them. "We want this job to
be a more interactive job in the school."
Speed said she has been well accepted at the
school and has several personal goals for herself.
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BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times photo

NEW ASST. PRINCIPAL ... Teresa Speed recently took on the role at Murray High
School.
"The goal is to improve the academics of all
"That is the challenge, whether you are
the students and get them ready for life," she behind a desk or in a classroom, keeping up with
said. "Everything I do has to lead to student suc- the changes and making sure the changes are
cess."
good for all," Speed said. -Teaching is about
One thing Speed said she has to keep in mind change."
is how important change is in the teaching
Speed said it has been quite difficult coming
process. She said schools have changed so much into a new position in the middle of the school
since she graduated from Wingo High School in year, but she is making it work.
Graves County in 1975.
"Coming in mid-year is a bit challenging, but
everyone has been great," she said.
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Shoe bomber trained by al-Qaida?
The charges include attempted murder and
BOSTON (AP) — Accused sneaker bomber
Richard 'Reid has been indicted on federal attempted destruction of an aircraft. He also was
charges alleging he was trained by the al-Qaida charged with attempted wrecking of a mass transterrorist network and was attempting to use a portation vehicle, a new charge created by
weapon of mass destruction when he tried to Congress in an anti-terrorism bill enacted after
the Sept. 11 attacks.
blow up a U.S.-bound jetliner.
The indictment said Reid did "attempt to use a
The nine-count indictment, issued by a federal
grand jury in Boston on Wednesday, alleges Reid, weapon of mass destruction ... consisting of an
28, attempted to kill the 197 passengers and crew explosive bomb placed in each of his shoes." It
aboard a Paris-to-Miami American Airlines flight also said he "received training from al-Qaida in
Dec. 22 before he was tackled and the jetliner was Afghanistan."
diverted to Boston.
But the indictment provided no other details
Reid, a British national and convert to Islam,
about Reid's alleged ties to the network.
could get five life sentences if convicted.
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In a statement,Tamar Birckhead,one of Reid's
court-appointed attorneys, said the indictment
does not accuse Reid of acting for a terrorist
group.
"We note that the indictment does not allege
that any of the crimes charged were committed on
behalf of or to further the cause of al-Qaida or any
other terrorist organization. We are aware of no
basis for such an allegation," Birckhead said.
Reid has been held without bail since his arrest
Dec. 22 on the lesser charge of interfering with a
flight crew.
He is scheduled to be arraigned Friday in U.S.
District Court in Boston.

Poll: Economy, security
pushes other issues to side
WASHINGTON (AP)— Public
focus on national security and the
economy has pushed aside most
other issues, says a new poll that
suggests heightened interest
President Bush's upcoming State of
the Union address.
A majority in the poll — 54 percent — said the president's upcoming State of the Union address is
more important than in past years.
That's twice the number who said
that in surveys in the last couple of
years.
President Bush will give the State
of the Union address Jan. 29 and
N4,411- need--to- focus on-the-two-issites
that dominate public attention these
days — security and the economy.
The poll by the Pew Research
Center for the People & the Press
suggests that interest in issues like
the environment, crime and health
care issues has dropped in the last
year.
"Some issues are getting dramatically lower priority from the public
as it's so focused on the war and the

economy," said Andrew Kohut to help the economy.
director of the Pew Research Center
More than half — 53 percent —
for the People & the Press. "We said they expect Democrats and
haven't been hearing a lot about Republicans will work together in
health care issues, entitlements and the coming year to solve problems.
crime.
Those public doubts about the
And the public is not responding elder Bush's economic efforts
to those issues they way they did in undercut his high poll standings
the past."
after the Persian Gulf War.
The war against terrorism was
The increased interest in national
seen as a top priority for government security includes an interesting twist
by more than four in five. Almost on the gender gap.
More women than men now say
that many placed the economy as a
top priority. Just below anti-terror strengthening national defense is a
efforts and the economy, education top priority — by 57 percent to 46
remained a strong concern, along percent. That's a reversal from longwith-Social-Security—
-standing—poll patterns that showed
Bush's job approval remained men were more concerned about
strong at 80 percent,about where it's national defense than w6men.
been in other recent polls. Six in 10
Kohut said that may be caused by
approyed of the job Bush is doing on the new role of national defense —
the economy.
defending the homeland from
People were about evenly split on attacks, rather than just making war
whether he's doing as much as he overseas,
can to help the economy. Only about
"Over there in Virginia, we now
a fifth of the public in 1992 thought have the defense department, not the
Bush's father, who was then presiwar department' in the eyes of
dent, was doing as much as he could American women," Kohut said.

BOB BROWN, Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch/AP Photo

VIRGINIA LAW SCHOOL SHOOTING ... Heading back to the State
Capitol after a press conference in front of the Executive
Mansion that dealt with the tragic shooting at the Appalachian
School of Law in Grundy, Va. earlier In the day, are (l-r)
Jackie T. Stump, D-Buchanan, Gov. Mark R. Warner, Grundy
Town Manager Chuck Crabtree, and Sen. Philip R Puckett, 0Russell, in Richmond, Va. Wednesday.

• Shooting ...
From Front

dent'who is a sheriff's deputy handcuffed Odighizuwa.
Odighizuwa kept saying,"I have
nowhere to go. I hav,e nowhere to
-- go," said student Todd Ross, 30, of
north Alabama town.
Johnson City, Tenn., who helped
"I do have such hope and such
subdue the allegcri shooter
faith —1 do believelfs going tote
fine," she said.
Justin Marlowe, a first-year law
She said the State Department
and FBI were assisting but it was student from Richwood, W.Va., said
unclear if any ranscan demand the suspect had been in all of his
classes.
would be met.
"He was a real quiet guy who
"Any money that has been
arranged has been arranged by us kept to himself," Marlowe said."He
didn't talk to anybody, but he _gave
privately," she said.'
With contributions from friends no indication that he was capable of
and- others who shared Clark something like this."
Bowers' concern for the Afghan
"The dean bent over backwards
people, he was on a mission taking to get him enrolled again" when
medical and other supplies when he Odighizuwa flunked out last spring,
was abducted in early January, Marlowe said.
according to her account. An Afghan
Other classmates, however,
interpreter was also abducted and described the suspect as an "abrathey were being held in an undissive" person who would regularly
closed location.
have outbursts in class when hewas
Clark Bowers, traveling in early
challenged
by classmates or the proJanuary on his second mission to
Afghanistan, understood the dan- fessor.
gers, she said.
"I knew he'd do something like
"He's very familiar with the
country, their culture and their cus- this," said Z,eke Jackson, 40, who
tried to recruit him for the school's
toms," she said.

No word on kidnapped husband
HARVEST, Ala. (AP) — 'He called, he's on his way home,—
Amanda Bowers is waiting for a Amanda Bowers told reporters in
phone call bringing news of her hus- front-OTherlioirie;
tintil-T have
band, who is reportedly being held that, I want to be careful what 1 tell
for $25,000 ransom in Afghanistan you.
The State Department Said earlier
by a tribal warlord.
Bowers said Wednesday she had- it is looking into a report that Clark
n't heard from Clark Bowers, 37, Bowers was kidnapped dupng a prisince Monday, when he called and vate, humanitarian mission in
explained how the ransom was sup- Afghanistan.
posed-to be paid.
Ablanda Bowers said she was
"It's my greatest hope in the optimistic on the chances of her husworld that I ... can come out and say, band's safe return home to this small
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Constance C. Bausell, 52, of
Grundy, served with Blackwell on a
committee at her church searching
for a new pastor. Even though
Blackwell was somewhat new to the
area, she said, "he fit in like a

• Outside ...

jungle. They have grown to infamy From Front
in recent years for kidnapping
In February, about 660 U.S. dozens of foreigners and beheading
Kroeker said the program eventroops, including 160 U.S. Army some of their victims — including
tually hopes to offer "scholarships"
Special Forces, are to start training Corona, Calif. resident Guillermo
that will allow those unable to
Filipino soldiers. While barred from Sobero, who was kidnapped along
afford to go on the trips a chance to
fighting
by
the
Philippine with the Bumharns last May. Abu
participate.
Constitution, some
of
the Sayyaf claims it is fighting to carve
"If somebody really wants to do
Americans will be in combat zones a Muslim state out of the southern this, but doesn't have the means,
and carry weapons for self defense. Philippines but the government this will give everybody a chance,"
The Abu Sayyaf,thought to have regards them as mere bandits.
she said.
about 800 fighters on Basilan and
The possibility of Americans
Kroeker said the program will
nearby Jobo islands, is holding three shooting at Filipinos has angered likely begin taking groups of eight
hostages, including two missionar- many Muslims, nationalists, leftists to 10 people out in the spring for
ies from Kansas, Martin and Gracia and mainstream politicians in the backpacking, rock climbing, kayakBurnham, and Filipino nurse Philippines. Senate President ing and mountain biking trips
Deborah Yap.
Franklin Drilon, a supporter of (Anyone under 13 must be accomThe guerrillas have denied the President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, panied by a parent).
military for a decade, staging filed a resolution today seeking an
"Most of the trips will be three
attacks and disappearing into the inquiry into the exercise.
days and two nights, which is ample
time for everybody to experience
everything," she said. "It's an area
of interest that's pretty much been
untapped, except for Boy Scouts.
We're going to try and reach out to
everybody."
Kroeker's interest in the outdoors is reflected in her current job
We build strong kids, strong families, strong communities.
as an employee of Hooper's in
Paducah. In fact, she said that is
MURRAY FAMILY YMCA ADULT
where she first had the idea for such
a program.
COED LEAGUE 2002
"At Hooper's, I meet people
every day who say, 'I would like to
Season runs Feb. 5 - April 18.
do this, but I don't know anybody to
do this with,— she said. "That realEach team playing 12 games for seeding
ly got me thinking."
Double Elimination Tournament in late April
For more information on the
YMCA
Outdoor
Adventure
Games are Tuesday and Thursday
Program, contact Kroeker at (270)
6:30 & 7:30 p.m. • U.S. Armory
443-0019, Smith at 759-9622 or
Michael Gowan at 762-4431.
Deadline for registration is Fri., Jan. 25, 2002
Kroeker can also be e-mailed at
pknebraska aolsom.
First 7 teams to register pay $350
"We just really want to have
fun," Kroeker said. "We think it's
(entryfee will secure spot in league)
something that people here and in
Registration Packets are available at the YMCA.
the surrounding area will support."
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Law Students' Association.
The private law school has an
enrollment of about 170 students. It
opened five years ago in a renovated junior high school to help ease a
shortage of lawyers in the region
and foster renewal in Appalachia.
Sutin, a 1984 graduate of
Harvard- Law School, also was _an
associate professor at the school.
He left the Justice Department to
help found the school, and .had
worked for the Democratic National
Committee and Bill Clinton's 1992
presidential campaign, according to
the Web site of Jurist, the Legal
Education Network.
Attorney.General John Ashcroft
issued a statement expressing his
condolences to Sutin's wife and
their two children.
Blackwell, who enjoyed running
and playing the trumpet, moved - to
the area from Dallas about three
years ago.
Black
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In the Spotlight

MSU Choir to perform at conventions
The Murray State University
Concert Choir has received invitations to perform at two major conventions this spring.
The first performance will be the
opening concert at The Southern
Division Convention of the
Directors
Choral
American
Association in Charlotte, N.C.
The choir was selected from over
125 choirs by an anonymous audition procedure. The procedure
included a review of recordings of
performances from the past three
years by -a panel of internationally
recognized choral conductors.
The American Choral Directors
Association is the national organization for choral musicians with a
membership of over 9,000.

Membership includes conductors of
professional, church, university,
community and school choirs.
The convention will feature 26
choirs selected from Louisiana,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia,
Alabama, Florida, Virginia, West
North
Mississippi,
Virginia,
Carolina and South Carolina. The
MSU Concert Choir will open the
convention on Feb. 28.
This is a particularly significant
honor for the MSU Concert Choir.
The choir last performed at an
ACDA convention in 1976 in New
Orleans, under the direction of
Professor Robert Baar.
"This is a very prestigious honor
for the choir and the university,"
said Dr. Bradley Almquist, MSU's
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Murray High School Drama
Team places 3rd at
al placed third in the -festiv
state
"Ruilavvayof
production
SchoolMurrayHigh
The
Kentucky High School Drama Festival, held at Western Kentucky University
recently.
Two of the 12-member cast, Marshall Welch and Steve Saunders, were
named among the top ten high school performers in the state.
Other cast members were Emily Allen, Mandy Brown, Laura Darnell,
Susan Hart, Elizabeth Johnson, Gina Pfannerstill, Anna Scott, Sarah
Simmons, Mary Schneiderman; and James Williams. The production was
directed by Katie Carpenter.
"Runaways" tell the stories of homeless young people in an inner city
environment.
High schools taking part in the competition were Hopkirtsville, North - Hardin, Perry County Central, Paul L. Dunbar, Danville, Bardstown, Model
Lab, Daviess County, John Hardin, Webster County, Henry Clay, and Tatec
Creek.
The contest is held annually and sponsored by the Kentucky High Schoof
Speech League.
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The choir again was selected by
taped audition'from choirs across
the United States. MENC is the
national organization for public
school music teachers. The Concert
Choir presented an invitational performance for the Southern Division
MENC Convention in 1997.
"It is a real honor to be awarded
one convention performance in a
year. To receive two convention
invitations in a single year is unusual and a real acknowledgment of the
excellence in choral performance
that happens at MSU," Almquist
said. "It is the highest recognition
offered by the national music education and choral communities. We are

II See Page 14

NOW
THROUGH
MONDAY!

Cast of "Runaways"

Dto

director of choral activities. "It is
also a humbling experience to follow in the extraordinary tradition of
excellence established by the_previous choral musicians, students and
State
Murray
at
directors,
University.
"Without the solid foundation
established by so many previous
singers and, especially, by Mr. Baar,
our current students would not have
the opportunity to perform at this
level. Many are former students of
alumni who sang in the choirs at
Murray State with Mr Baar.'
The Concert Choir also has been
invited to perform at the national
convention of the Music Educators
National Conference in Nashville,
Tenn.
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Photo submitted
NAVY COLORS ... Pictured are Joy Thomas, local artist, with
Secretary of the Navy Richard Danzig during ife unveiling of the
official portrait of the Secretary of the Navy for the Pentagon.

Murray artist Thomas holds
portrait painting demonstration at
Louisville's Speed Art Museum

Murray artist Joy Thomas has been invited to demonstrate portrait painting at The Speed Art Museum of Louisville on Saturday, Jan. 19,from noon
to 3:30 pm. She will paint a head study in oil, from a live model.
The artist's guest appearance and painting demonstration is in conjunction with the museum's current exhibition. A Brush with History: Painting
from the National Portrait Gallery on display through Jan. 27.
For more information call The Speed Art Museum at 502-634-2726 The
museum is located at 2035 South Third Street in Louisville.
Thomas paints portraits, still lifes and landscapes. Her paintings ha‘e
been selected for many juried shows, including the historic Salmagundi
Club and National Arts Club of New York City, where she has been honored
with three awards.
In 1996, Thomas received the first-place prize for portrait painting from
the American Society of Portrait Artists. She has completed commissions
for leaders of business, government and finance.
Most recently, she was commissioned to paint the official portrait of the
Secretary of the Navy for the Pentagon. Her work and career has been featured in American Artist magazine (Nov. 1996). The Artist's Magazine
(April 1997), International Artist magazine (January 1999) and in the book
The Best of Portrait Painting by North Light Books.
Thomas won first place in "The Best Paintings of 2000" competition.
sponsored by The Artist's Magazine. The oil painting titled "Play Ball" was
selected from more than 13,800 entries. She received a cash prize. The winning painting was published in the December 2000 issue of The Artist's
magazine.
Thomas has been selected as guest artist/instructor for the Minnesota
River School of Fine Arts, The Loveland Academy of Fine Arts in Colorado,
The Dallas Association of Creative Artists and the Australian Society of
Portrait Artists in Sydney, Australia. Advertisements for her portrait paintings appear in Southern Accents and Veranda magazines.
Her work may be viewed at www.portraitartist.com/thomas.
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Agree Or Not
By TODD DUVAL
Syndicated Columnist
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By SCOTT LINDLAW
"AP Writer

Documentation of germ warfare
Should Bush have a policy?
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration is considering whether to restrict distribution of government documents that describe how
to make germ weapons. White House officials
said Sunday.
. U.S. stockpiles of offensive germ warfare
agents were destroyed nearly three decades ago as
part of the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention.
But the government kept the blueprints for manufacturing such weapons, and continues to sell
them.
"The administration is generally conscious of
this issue," John H. Marburger III, director of the
White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy, said in a telephone interview. "There are
obviously people thinking about what to do about
The administration is likely to take action on
the matter, Marburger said, adding that he did not
know what action would be taken nor when.
Homeland Security director Tom Ridge hinted
that the administration is strongly considering
placing new restrictions on the information.
"We are a very open society and we're very
much an information society, and there are a lot of
us that think that some of the information we

share with the public probably should be restricted in some fashion," Ridge said on CNN's "Late
Edition."
Marburger and other administration officials
are "looking to see what kind of information
should be so easily available in the public
domain," Ridge said. Members of Congress have
also aired concerns about the issue, he said.
"We are open, we are tmsting, but we have to
be a little bit more careful and a little bit more
vigilant," Ridge said. "And we may have to take
a look at these kinds of issues from a different
perspective because of the tragedy of September
11 and the follow-on incidents that we've had to
deal with."
Several agencies are weighing the level of
danger and possible action. Marburger said. A
spokeswoman for the Defense Department said
Sunday she could not comment, as did a White
House spokesman. Representatives of the Justice
Department and the White House Office of
Homeland Security did not return calls.
Marburger said he had not personally seen the
documents on assembling such weapons. Among
the questions is how dangerous they are, he said.
"It is clear that they are based on a picture of

biOlogy that's almost 50 years old," he said. "It's
not'clear to me how useful they are."
The New York Times first reported on the documents and the debate in Sunday editions, and
said despite their age, the manuals contain information that could help produce the kind of
anthrax powder infected at least 18 people and
killed five in the United States last year.
According to the newspaper, federal agencies
routinely sell the now-declassified documents to
historians and researchers. The government provides more sensitive papers on the subject after
Freedom of Information Act requests.
Dr. Harry G. Dangerfield, a retired Army
colonel, is preparing a report for the military that
will call for the reclassification of more than 200
reports that he told the newspaper are cookbooks
for turning germs into weapons.
Any such move to reclassify the manuals
would run into resistance from advocates of public access to government documents.
Moreover, an executive order signed by thenPresident Clinton in 1995 bars reclassification,
the Times said. The Bush administration is considering its own order allowing the documents to
once again be kept from public view, it reported.
Marburger said Sunday he did not know about
any such move.

FRANKFORT — It was easy for forming an umbrella organization to
members of the General Assembly
fight any effort in the General
to ignore the impact of Ohio River
Assembly to approve video slot
casinos in Indiana and Illinois on
machines — or other new gambling
Kentucky's racing and thoroughforms — at racetracks or anywhere
bred breeding industries when the
else.
Treasury was flush with money for
The tracks would undoubtedly
everything from golf courses on old
prefer
that the issue be resolved by
strip mines to local history musesimple
legislation in the Genergl
ums in one-streetlight towns.
Assembly.
Churchill Downs offiBut now the Treasury is anything but flush. It's more than half a cials, who are expert at putting on
class-act Derbies and Breeders Cup
billion dollars short of meeting this
events, ended up with mud on their
year's state budget, and the 20022004 budget legislators must pass
silks last week when the track's
by mid-April likely will contain
political action committee sent key
nary a dime for now construction
legislators $1,000 campaign contriprojects, and may delay completion
bution checks by overnight delivery
of a number of current high-profile
so they could be deposited before
projects.
the session began. It was,shall we
Then there are such pressing
say, a little too gauche even by
issues as Medicaid, teacher and '
Kentucky legislative standards.
state employees' salaries and a
But it also is a sign of how seriwhole raft of social services that
ously
the tracks are viewing their
already have been cut as tax revenues sank over the last 18 months. opportunity to get approval for
video slot machines out of this
So riding, not out of the sunset
General
Assembly.
but out of the starting gate, to the
problem
The
is that even suprescue come the state's racetracks
porters of expanded gambling
and horse breeders offering vast
new sources of state lax revenues
forms at the tracks recognize that it
from video slot machines at the
cannot be accomplished without
tracks, slot machines that will lure
another constitutional amendment.
some part of the huge sums of gam- The amendment permitting a state
bIing ntoney ikentutEans ãë
--lottery just won-I-cover video Mot
spending at the riverboat casinos
machineS. In all likelihood, then,
just across the Ohio from Kentucky. whatever
legislation the tracks get
Churchill Downs is supporting
through the General Assembly will
video slot machines. Even
have to be an amendment to be put
Keeneland, long the holdout against
before
the voters in November.
slot machines of any kind within its
It even makes it easier to round
hallowed walls, announced support
up support from-nervous legislators:
-for expanding track gambling just
Let
the people decide whether they
before the General Assembly seswant slot machines at the race
sion began. And thoroughbred
tracks. After all, Kentucky's conserbreeders, still reeling economically
over last spring's mysterious illness
vative, highly Baptist population
that caused thousands of mares to
eagerly endorsed the lottery amendabort their foals, are in favor of
ment. The same population
anything that will strengthen the
approved an amendment permitting
racing industry in Kentucky.
charitable bingo.
For the first time in the six years
And what, after all, is the differor so that expanded gambling at
ence between playing bingo to help
Kentucky racetracks has been
a high school booster club raise
debated, there is virtually unanimoney or buying a lottery ticket to
mous industry support and hungry
help
send Kentucky students to collegislators in need of new sources
lege and slugging coins into a slot
of tax revenues to tap into.
machine in part to help balance the
That can be an awfully powerful
budget?
state
combination.
Kentuckian
s are gamblers at
Of course, so, too, can be the
heart, and all those Kentucky
opponents to expanded gambling,
in particular religious groups and
license plates in Indiana and Illinois
denominations that oppose gamcasino parking lots are evidence of
bling on principle. They're already
that fact.

Editorial Roundup
The following is a roundup of editorials
published by newspapers from around the
commonwealth. The editorials comment on
a variety of issues. Some editorials may
have been condensed for space purposes.
These editorials are not to be mistaken as
representing a position taken by The
Associated Press or the Murray Ledger &
Times:

specifically, did the trustees want?
Dr. Todd already put hot dog
stands on campus. Do they want
better mustard?
The goals won't be specified until
March, when Dr. Todd will have only three months left in the first
year of his contract. And goals are
critical, a3PMr. Miles himself says,
•••
"because if you don't measure as
—The Courier-Journal, Louisville you go along,you can't keep
The problem with the University score." They should have been on
of Kentucky trustees' plan for givDr. Todd's desk long _ago.
ing new UK President Lee Todd a
But, then, maybe-UK insiders
$100,000 bonus is, simply, accounta- know the real score: The bonus is
bility. Or lack thereof.
pro forma; the $100,000 is actually
The trustees obviously are
part of the president's pay. If so, Dr.
pleased, and probably have some
Todd's basic compensation will be
reason to be. Dr. Todd, by most
bigger than state law allows. The
accounts, is doing a good job. He
topIJK official may not make more
makes a good impression as he gets base pay than the head of the
to know the faculty and travels Council on Postsecondary
around the state. But specific
Education.
responsibility to achieve a list of
But the real problem is accountaagreed-upon goals is impossible
bility:
because there is no list.
Operating informally, with-this
On the one hand, trustee
much money involved, makes it
Chairman Billy Joe Miles says Dr.
look as if the trustees are playing
Todd has "exceeded What we've
fast and loose with the whole issue
asked him to do, by far." But what, — as if Dr. Todd isn't being given
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any real incentive to achieve in particular ways.
- In order to manage by objective,
you have to know your objectives.
Dr. Todd doesn't know the board's,
except in fairly general terms.
Also, it's unclear how the bonus
will be paid. Will some of it come
from a private foundation, as is the
case with University of Louisville
President John Shumaker's eyepopl?
ping package, which recently got
national attention in the Chronicle
of Higher Education? If so, there
won T be much accountability.
Such foundations seldom let the
public in on what they are doing,
and with whose money. Which
means the public doesn't know
who is in a position to influence the
institutions leadership and the
presidents' decisions.
Dr. Todd, who made much of his
reputation in business, must know
this is no way to run one.
•••
— The State Journal, Frankfort
It comes as no surprise that the
much-anticipated renovation of the
Capitol, construction of a new

Executive Office Building and
Capitol Annex extension will not be
included in Gov. Paul Patton's 20022004 capital construction budget.
Because of the sharp drop m tax
revenues this and last fiscal year
and the likelihood future revenues
won't rebound sufficiently to make
up the difference, there won't be
much of a capital construction
budget anyway. ...
A.two-year delay in the Capitol
renovation and construction of a
new office building,for the governor's office and other executive
agencies won't be the end of the
world. The Capitol is old, creaky
and crowded well beyond its original intent. But the most serious
structural problems with the building — trees growing out of the
dome,for example — already have
been resolved. And Patton's staff
will survive to complete his term in
office from their carved-out cubicles.
But the renovation of the Capitol
in particular must be given top priority when tax revenues grow sufficiently to allow for budgeting capi-

tal construction projects in the
future. It is too fine a building to
put off for much longer the complete, top-to-bottom restoration. If
nothing more, it only increases the
already high renovation cost of $90
million.
And it is possible that a two-year
delay will give consultants and
architects oThall the proposed projects on the Capitol grounds time to
develop plans for the best possible
renovation and new construction.
The Capitol will be around long
after all now alive are gone, and we
have a responsibility to pass on a
seat of state government to those
future Kentuckians every bit as fine
as that given us by its original
builders nearly a century ago.
Because they are adjacent to and
thus a part of the Capitol, the
Annex extension and new
Executive Office Building also must
be every bi,t as important"as the
Capitol itself.
A two-year wait, then, is worthwhile if the final projects are what
the capital city deserves — the best
possible.

Letters to the Editor policy...
Letters must be brief(approximately 250-350 words) and letters submitted are
subject to rejection and/or editing. Please send letters to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Ky. 42071. Also, please include name, address and telephone number with the letter.
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Groundhog Day calls for tighter security

Deaths
William Brandt Bailey
William Brandt Bailey, five months, Cohoon Road,
Murray, died Wednesday, Jan. 16, 2002, at 1 a.m. at his
home.
His death followed an illnrss He w4s •born Aug. 15,
2001, in Murray.
Survivors include his parents, Christopher and Heather
Bailey; one brother, William Austin Bailey, Murray; grandparents, Lynn and Tim Plaspell, Boonville, Ind., and Don
Bailey, Teresa and Ronnie Bast, and Jerry Eldridge, all of
Murray; great-grandparents, Mrs. Sue Sammons, Bill and
Bailey
Dot Bailey, Raymond and Kathryn Bynum, and Mrs.
Vonnie Hicks, all of Murray; great-great-grandmother, Mrs.
Mary Grace Bynum, Murray; several uncles, aunts and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at noon in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Horne. The Rev. H.B. Fields will officiate. Burial will follow in Bethel
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. (AP) - When
Punxsutawney Phil pops his head out of his
hole on Feb. 2-to tell people whether or-not
they will-experience six more weeks of winter, the famous groundhog maysee more than
his shadow.
Because of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks,
security will be stepped up at Phil's home,
Gobbler's Knob.
"They'll be checking people a little more,
naturally, the way conditions are," said

Barney Stockdale of the Punxsutawney Punxsutawney this year. The Punxsutawney
Groundhog Club.
Borough Council on Monday voted to allow
People with backpacks or bags will be 4
subject to search when they. go to-Gobbler's °festivities, despite phicctions tha4t the fundKnob.
raiser would encotirage drinking and rowdy
"We'll have a good contingency of troop- behavior.
ers there this year to ensure everyone's safeCystic Fibrosis Foundation will put up a
ty," said State Police spokesman Jamie tent large enough to fit 1,200 people and
LeVeir.
charge $10 admission.
The tight security on Groundhog Day
Groundhog Day organizers banned drink
won't be the only new thing in ing on Gobbler's Knob in 1996.

PLANNING AHEAD

Mrs. Pearline Hamilton
Mrs. Pearline Hamilton, 72, South 11th Street, Murray, died Wednesday.
Jan. 16,2002, at 4 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Marvin Newcomb
Mrs. Vivian Stark Newcomb
Marvin Newcomb, 81, Benton, died Tuesday, Jan. 15, 2002, at 10:30 a.m.
at his home. His wife, Mrs. Vivian Stark Newcomb, 89, Benton, died
Wednesday, Jan. 16, 2002, at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. Newcomb was a retired insurance salesman with Prudential Insurance
Company and an Army veteran of World War 11. Mrs. Newcomb was a retired
supervisor of Hallmark Corporation. They were of Methodist faith.
Preceding Mr. Newcomb in death were one daughter, Carolyn Schwitters,
three sisters, Dora Harville, Ada_ Hunt and Eddie Borden, and six brothers,
Noah Newcomb, Ivan Newcomb, Roy Coolidge Newcomb, Clifford
Newcomb,Owen Newcomb and Frank Ruthford Newcomb. He was the son of
the late Walter G. Newcomb and Mollie Bell DePoyster.
Preceding Mrs. Newcomb in death was one sister, Beatrice Tooker. She was
the daughter of the late Ervie Owen Stark and Emeline Hannah Young Stark.
Survivors for Mr. Newcomb include three daughters, Mrs., Nancy Wilson,
Adanta, Ga:, Mrs. Patty -Eirschele, Sterling, Ill., and Mrs. Audrey Heil, Las
Vegas, Nev.; one sister, Mrs, Sally' Cox, Wingo; one brother, Clofford
Newcomb, Hardin; nine grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews.
Survivors for Mrs. Newcomb include one brother, Forrest Donald Stark,
Maryville, Mo.; half sister, Mrs. Betty Lee Enlow, Lakeland, Fla.; four nieces;
one nephew.
Joint funeral services will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann
& King Funeral Home, Benton. Lexie Ray will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 1 to 3 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Mary Neale Williams

Mrs. Mary Neale Williams,92, Birch Street, Benton, died Wednesday, Jan.
16, 2002, at 10:05 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of Benton Church of Christ, Chapter. No. 305 of the
Order of the Eastern Star and Benton Homemakers Club. _
Her husband,E.G.(Lightning) Williams, one son, Stan Williams,one sister,
Margie Stanley, and two brothers, Allen and Clyde Stanley, all preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Claude Stanley and Mary Neal Fields
- Stotler-'
Survivors include one son, Tony Williams, Benton; seven grandchildren,
Sonja Hanson, Maui, Hi., Mary Johnson, Natrona Heights,Pa., Millie Stockton
and Regina Williams, Riverside, Calif, Josh Williams and Justin Williams,
Benton, and Nan Williams, Aurora, Ill. ; four great-grandchildren, Ali Dunn,
Dalen Dunn, Nicholas Stockton and Andrea Williams.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Gene Gillihan will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the ffnieral home after 4 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Breast Cancer Foundation.

Mrs. Nonnie McDermott Wiley

Mrs. Nonnie McDermott Wiley, 92, Highway 641 South, Benton, died
Thursday, Jan. 10, 2002, at 4:08 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She had retired from Quality Control of the textile industry.
Her husband, Robert (Shaw) Wiley, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Walter McDermott and Telia Cross McDermott.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Mary McDermott Olsen, Las Vegas,
Nev.;four nieces, Karen Bazan Johnson, Puyallup, Wash., Angela McDermott,
Lilbum,Ga.,Janice McDermott, Baton Rouge,La.,and Vicki Seaford,Benton;
two nephews, Joseph Bazan, Las Vegas, Nev., and Eddy McDermott, Kevil.
The funeral will be Friday at II a.m. at Hamlet Baptist Church in Marshall
County. The Rev. Roy Gibson will officiate. Burial will follow in Hamlet
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 6 p.m. Thursday.

LOCAL SECTION OF AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY CONDUCTS MEETING AT UT MARTIN ... The Kentucky Lake Section
of the American Chemical Society (KLS-ACS) recently sponsored a set of "chemagic" demonstrations by student affiliates
of the ACS from area colleges in conjunction with National
Chemistry Week. Section members presented the Howard
Hyuck Outstanding High School Chemistry Teacher Award to
Christina Thurston (center) of Reidland High School. Also participating in the presentation are (from left) KLS-ACS president-elect Dr. Joszef Devenyi, professor of chemistry at UT
Martin; awards chairman Dr. Harry Conley of Murray State
University; KLS-ACS president Dr. Harry Fannin of Murray; and
KLS-AQS secretary/treasurer J. Brent Montgomery of
Palmersville. At the meeting, Montgomery was reelected as
secretary/treasurer and Dr. S.K. Airee, professor of chemistry
at UT Martin, was reelected as councilor for a three-year term.
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg. -9763.34 + 51.07
Air Products
44.22 + 0.59
AOL Time Warner 30.06 + 0.41
AT&T
18.60 + 0.13
Bell South
38.50 + 0.15
Briggs & Stratton.....-.39.01 - 0.21
Bristol Myers Squibb ....48.89 + 0.15
Caterpillar
48.40 + 0.60
Chevron Texaco Corp 87.65 + 0.40
Daimler Chrysler
41.14 + 0.99
Dean Foods
61.85. 0.95
Exxon-Mobil
38.74 + 0.26
Ford Motor(New)
14.76 - 0.19
General Electric
38.58 + 0.91
General Motors
50.08 + 0.33
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ....48.52 + 0.01
Goodrich
24.58 + 0.38
Goodyear
21.59 - 0.19
HopFed Bank*
11.45 B 11.86 A
IBM
119.47 + 2.22
Ingersoll Rand
40.04 + 0.44
Intel
33.86 + 0.15
Kroger
20.58 + 0.29
Lucent Tech
6.90 + 0.01
Mattel
18.08 + 0.08
McDonalds
26.29 + 0.19
Merck
58.50 + 0.30
Microsoft
68.79 + 0.92
J.C. Penney
25.24 + 0.14
Pepsico Inc.
48.54 + 0.04
Pfizer, Inc.
40.30 + 0.30
Schering-Plough
34.12 + 0.01
Sears
52.17 + 0.70
Union Planters
44.61 + 0.09
US Bancorp
20.41 + 0.26
UST
34.18 - 0.17
Wal-Mart
56.04 + 0.05
Worldcom Inc.
13.49 - 0.02
stock
unc - price unchanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

FUNERAL HOME

les.

50 tables & racks
of merchandise
REDUCED!!!

off
up to
BIG
SAVINGS!
must make room for
new merchandise!!
1927 Irvin Cobb Drive I Paducah • (270) 442-4772
Mon. • Sat. 9 a.m. • 8 p.m. I Sunday 12 noon • 5 p.m.

•
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KIWANIS CLUB...Beth Murphy (left) and Jeff Jenkins spoke
about Collegiate Challenge at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis
Club.

Murphy and Jenkins
speak about project
Beth Murphy and Jeff Jenkins
from Murray State University spo-ke
to the Murray Kiwanis Club on
Thursday evening, Jan. 10, about
the Habitat for Humanity Collegiate Challenge Program.
Jenkins pointed out that the
Collegiate Challenge is an alternative. program that allows college students to participate in Habitat for Humanity building prograins during vacation breaks in
class schedules.
Under the auspices of MSU's
Institute for International Studies,
a group of 19 MSU student volunteers-is planning to participate
in -a Habitat for Humanity project
in Jacksonville. Fla., during spring'
break.
"We're not going to the beach
every day, we're helping people,"
Jenkins said.
What is unique about the group
from MSU is that 13 of the 19
volunteers are international students
who want to show support for

America, their host country, in
light- or -1,A:2r-happened on ept.
11, 2002.
Murphy is student advisor for
the ESL (English as a Second
Language)students. She pointed out
that this will be the first time that
a group of international students
have ever participated in Habitat
forHumanity in the United States.
"This will be an incredible educational experience for these inter- nationals, not only to use their
language skills but to have a deeper understanding of American culture 'and a sense-of- global citizenship," Murphy said.
The Collegiate Challenge program requires participants to conTfinte toward the building supplies as well as to provide for
their own expenses. Murphy said
$5,300 IS needed to carry oul the'
project. the .group has conducted
two fundraisers and is still in need
of generous community support,
Murphy indicated. -

Vivaldi's

Four Seasons
Kathy Gardner, violinist'
with the Paducah Symphony
Readyfor a touch ofsummer to warm up your winter,
You won't want to miss this concert.'

Sat., Jan. 26
For Tickets:(270)444-0065 or(800)738-3727
8 p.m.
Offices ei 21st & Broadway in Paducah
WAVW paducahsymphony com
Tilghman Aud.
18th Annual Kentucky Cover Os Boy USA

Neilla
$400 00 Winner

FEB. 3, 2002 - PADUCAH
KY OAKS MALL - 1:30 P.M. S10 000.00
tlee
"
Winner
DON'T MISS OUT
(800) 260-7239 or (850) 478-4545

Awarding over 1 MILLION 5$
Cash and Prizes Yearly in over 40 state
Age Groups
Girls 0-limo, 12-23mo, 2-3yr, 4-6yr, 7-9yr.
10-12yr, 13-15yr, 16-25yr Boys 0-2yr & 3-Syr
To receive information or a brochure by mail
, a
call or visit our website at
www.kentuckycovermiss corn
Amber
Email covermiss@aol.corn
$100000 Winner
- $1.000.06 Winner

Jo`s Datebook

Latimer serving in Puerto Rico

By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

Shawn M. Latimer is now a
Utilitiesman 3rd Class Petty Officer in the United States Navy.
She joined the service in December 1999 and completed recruit
training. Then she attended Utilitiesman A-School where she successfully graduated as an honor
student.
_
Petty Officer Latimer is now
assigned to U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 74, home based
at Gulfport, Miss.
Latimer has been deployed to
Okinawa, Japan and has spent a
seven months homeport with her
unit. Currently her unit is deployed
to Naval Station Roosevelt Roaos,
Puerto Rico.
Construction battalions, also
known as Seabees, were created
shortly after the bombing of Pearl
Harbor in 1941.
Seabees deploy around the world•

The Murray State University Office of AfricanAmerican Student Services and Ethnic Programs,
along with Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., will
sponsor events celebrating tbe birthday of slain
civil rights leader, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
A march will begin at 10 a.m. Monday, Jan. 21,
in front of the MSU Curris Center on Chestnut
Street. The program will immediately follow in the
Curris Center ballroom with the Rev. C.E, Timberlake, pastor of First St. Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, as guest
speaker. A reception will follow the program.
On Monday at 6 p.m. at the Curris Center Stables, Dr. Ken
Wolf and the History Department of MSU will present the documentary, "Living the Story: The Civil Rights Movement in Kentucky." A panel discussion of community leaders will follow the
viewing of the documentary.

to
provide
humanitarian
assistance and
build refuges for
thousands
of
fighting forces.
Seabees
are
trained in bridge
building, steel
work, various
construction and
heavy equipment
Latimer
usage.
In addition, they possess knowledge of combat, heavy weapons
use and perimeter security tactics,
the necessary skills used to defend
their position.
Latimer is the daughter of Robert
and Katherine Spann and Johnny
Latimer, and the granddaughter of
Huie and Mavis Duncan and
Frankie Nell Starks, all of Murray.

Villanueva completes training
Army Pvt. Alberto Villanueva
-Jr has g,raduatedirOin basic- infont
training at Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga.
Villanueva received training in
drill and ceremonies, weapons,
map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military justice, physical fitness, first aid, and Army history
and traditions.
During infantry training, he

Murray boosters to meet tonight
Murray Band Boosters will hold a general meeting tonight (Thursday), Jan. 17, at 7 p.m. at Murray High School. Parents of students
in the MHS band and Murray Middle School band are encouraged to
attend. Dee Bishop, MHS band director, and Beth Stribling, MMS
band director, will be present to discuss the various activities of both
bands.

Lee-Jackson event Saturday

The Fort Heiman Camp 1834 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will
developed basic combat skills and have its annual Lee-Jackson potluck banquet on Saturday, Jan. 19, at
battlefield operations and tactics,
3Q p.m. in the basement _fellowship hall of First United Methodist
and experienced using various Church. The meat will be furnished. Canip Chaplain Joe Thorn will
weapons and weapons defenses provide the program. Members and their families and also guest famavailable to the infantry crewman. ilies are invited. For information call 753-3742.
Villanueva is the son of Alberto Villanueva Sr. of Sauk Village, President reception on Sunday
Ill. His aunt, Diana Free, resides
The Murray Woman's Club will honor Dr. King Alexander, presiin Murray. He is a 1997 gradu- dent of Murray State University, with a reception on
Sunday, Jan. 20,
ate of Calloway County High from 1 to 3 p.m. at the club house at Vine and South
Seventh Streets,
School
Murray. Mary Ann Russell, club president, said "It is the custom of
the club to honor each new MSU president with a reception to give
the people of the area an opportunity to meet the new president. We
invite the public to attend."

Fundraiser for Dream
Pactory will be Friday

Ungar recital .on Sunday
Garnet Ungar, solo pianist, will present a recital on Sunday, Jan.
20, at 2 p.m. in the performing arts hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Ungar has appeared extensively as soloist
.4*n4-chamber-musician-in-Uni1ed-States and.Canada Then`
no
admission charge and the public is invited. For information call Dr.
Stephen Brown at 762-6333.

A special fundraiser for the ly made up of volunteers. With
Dr ant Pacvory wilt be Fliday,-Jarr—mcnvey-raised -90---pereent-gees
18, at the National Guard Armory, directly to fund the dreams of
Highway 121 North, Murray.
local children, five percent is used
Oki School Wrestlers and Frog- to cover local expenses and -five
gy 103.7 are teaming up for a percent is allocated to the nationWKMS meeting at library
basketball game to be played at al headquarters in Louisville.
NPR® member station WKMS will host an open meeting for lis7 p.m.
Locally, the Murray chapter was teners on Tuesday, Jan. 22, at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway Public Library,
There is no admission charge, formed in March 2000. Since then, 710 Main St., Murray. Station staff including
manager Kate Lochte
but all donations received at the the chapter has granted the dreams will be involved in the discussion.
"We wanted a chance to meet lisdoor and all concession sales will of 13 seriously ill children, most- teners and contributors from Murray
and Calloway County, and to
benefit local children.
ly by sponsoring softball tourna- learn how you feel about WKMS programming, including the addiDebbie Adams, area coordina- ments, a circus and a silent auc- tional news/talk block weekday afternoons," Lochte
said. Light refreshtor, said "we at Dream Factory tion._ A wrestling team and many ments and gifts will be for those
attending the meeting.
are challenged daily to do what others have donated time, energy
we can to bring dreams alive for and talent to raise funds.
Openings are available,
these special kids. Toddlers to teens,
Adams said "we are presently
First Baptist Church After School Program has openings for full
in-between endless clinical tests, trying to raise the money to fund
time and part time care. The program meets from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m.
doctors' appointments, medications the dreams of four more local
each day school is in session. For more information call Joetta Kelly
and hospital stays, each child has seriously ill children who have qualat 753-1854.
a special dream. Most cherished, ified. We desperately need help
of course, is to be healthy and to and your contribution is needed.
Storytelling at Hazel
be like other kids."
Our daughter, Nikki, summed up
The first of a storytelling series on "The American Railroad" will
Adams said "Dream Factory her dream trip to Disney World
can't make kids well again, but, when she said 'For one week I be Saturday, Jan. 19, at 2 p.m. at the Hazel City Hall, Hazel. Warwith the public's help, we can was normal. No doctors, needles ren Jackson, a retired engineer with 35 years of service of the
make their other dreams come or unanswered questions. I was Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railroad and later the Louisville
and Nashville Railroad, will be the speaker. Live music featuring
true. Maybe, it's a puppy, kitten just a kid again'."
"Chattanooga
Choo-Choo" will be played by Ashley Peters on the
or pony, swimming pool, comDonations are tax deductible
puter,. shopping spree or televi- and may be sent to Debbie Adams, saxophone.
sion: but the most popular choice, 67 Port Lane, Murray, KY 42071.
North PTA event Thursday
90 percent, is a trip to Walt Dis- Volunteers are also needed.
North Elementary School PTA will present this year's Crayola
ney World."
For more information call
Dream Factory is made up of Adams at 436-6295 or visit the Dream-Makers "Drawing From Character" exhibit at the meeting
33 chapters nationwide, operating national website at: www.dream- tonight (Thursday), Jan. 17. The opening reception and awards cerewith only two full time and three factoryinc.com. The Murray Chap- mony will be at 6 p.m. in the school cafeteria. Every child in the
part-time paid employees.
ter meets each first Thursday at school will; have work on display throughout the building. North has
The local chapter is complete- 6 p.m. at AmeriHost Inn, Murray. participated in Crayola Dream-Makers program for four years, and
each year has had representation at the regional exhibit.

Apple Blossom Health Food
306N 12th Street Murray, Ky

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
50% Off All Stock 50% Off
Sports Nutrition
Enzymatic Products
Nature's Plus

Vitamin & Herbs
Diet Products
All Groceries

Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery

Applications due Friday

The Purchase and Pennyrile 4-H Teen Retreat will be Feb. 8, 9
and 10 at Brandon Springs Camp in Land Between the Lakes. Applications are available at the Calloway County Extension office or in
the front offices at Calloway County High School and Murray High
School. Application and money are due at the Calloway County
Extension office by Friday, Jan. 18.

Extension Council will meet
Calloway County Extension Service Council will meet today (Thursday), Jan. 17, at 5 p.m. at the extension office at 310 South Fourth
St., Murray. The public is invited.

Resource Council will meet

State Farm has discounts
available on car insurance.
See me to find out how you may qualify.
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9935

Like a good neighbor, Slate Farm is there.'
statefarm.com."
Yoe.. F
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We are pleased to present
thefollowing registered couples:
Erika Johnson and Jay Mehta
Renee Taylor and Clint Gwin
Summer Tinsworth and Kevin Sletten
Cindy O'Neill and Scott Parker
Shea Stonecipher and Scott Lowe
Shawn Rardon and Joe Rexroat
Trisha Mathis and Garry Ross
Amanda Weis and Jason Leet
Carroll Lane Christopher and Brad Parsons
Stacy Schroader and Chris Chatman
Morgan Blankenship and Adam Harbin

Bridal Registry
gifts
111 S. 4th St. • Murray, KY
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5, Saturday 10-2

Calloway County Family Resource Center will hold an Advisory
Council meeting today (Thursday), Jan. 17, at 4 p.m. at the office
of the Calloway County Board of Education. The public is invited.

4t
.10:440:

After
eamp.-Christmas
Jew je ale

Chhistian Tookstoke

WE'VE MOVED!5th & Main • 753-1622

am.-5 p.m
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 am.-5 p.m. • Sat 10
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Volunteers are needed
Volunteer tutor training workshops for Calloway Adult Education
Services will be held Jan. 30 and Feb. 6, 13, and 20 from 9 to 11:30
a.m. at the Literacy Project at 814 Poplar St., Murray. Anyone over
18 with a high school diploma or GED is welcome to attend. For
more information or -to register for the training call June or Donna
at 759-1646 by Thursday, Jan. 24.

Murray
TOPS will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) #469 Murray Chapter will meet
today (Thursday), Jan. 17, at the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Weigh-In will be from 5 to 5:45 p.m. with the meeting at
6 p.m. TOPS is a non-profit organization dedicated to those interested in weight loss.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS...R. Michael Paul (left), site administrator of Four Rivers Behavioral Health, Regional Prevention Center, Paducah, will present special programs on substance abuse prevention at Murray High School. At right is
Karen Darnell, coordinator of TIGER CORPS at MHS.

REVIEWING PROCEDURES ... Local teacher and MMTA
president Margaret Wilkins reviews registration procedures with student assistant Brandon Sharp in preparation for the twenty-third annual Murray Music Teachers
Association Student Workshop. Approximately 55 piano
students from Kentucky and Tennessee participated.

Drug prevention program given
at Murray High this month

•

"Drugs" — a word that strikes order to accommodate students' acafear in the heart of a parent."Drugs" demic and job schedules.
- a word that is too often assoThe course will be provided by
ciated with a teen's idea of fun. Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
What are the common views on Regional Prevention Center, Paddrugs and how are they miscon- ucah, where Paul is the site adminstrued? What is the truth about istrator. His academic credentials
drugs?
include a bachelor of science in
These questions and others will criminal justice, and a master's in
be answered by R. Michael (Mike) government and a second master
Paul, M.A.Ed., during the next oraltiAtgree In education, all
It‘Vo weeks when he addresses the from Murray State University.
students in TIGER CORPS, MurPaul is a retired lieutenant
ray High School's drop-out pre- colonel in the U.S. Army Reserve
vention program.
with over 25 years service in the
Paul will be the principal instruc- active and reserve components of
tor of a pilot program which Mur- the military.
ray City Schools is embarking on
He has served as operations
-to combat—drut-use,—This- -isp a- —officer-for the Central-Intelligence
research based program with the Agency, special agent for the
goal of exposing students to a Defense Intelligence Agency, and
realistic view of substances and a special agent for the U.S. Naval
addiction. Like alcoholism, drug Investigative Service where he
dependence is a lifestyle-related functioned as a criminal investihealth problem.
gator.
MHS Principal Dale Reid andFrom 1970-1981, he served as
TIGER CORPS Coordinator Karen a police,office with the Metropolitan
Darnell have arranged to ha_vt_this St. Louis Police Department.
alcohol and substance abuse preAssisting Paul will be Andrea
vention course delivered to stu- Rodriguez, substance abuse predents in one-hour sessions on Jan. vention specialist. She graduated
15, 17, 22 and 24, beginning at from Illinois State University with
8:30 a.m. The presentations will a bachelor of science degree in
be repeated the following hour in psychology.

Cude receives
special award
OMAHA, Neb. — Farmers
National Company recently recognized Bret Cude, accredited farm
manger(AFM)of Nashville, Tenn.,
for his efforts in insurance production for the company in his
region for 2001.
Cude is a 1981 graduate of
Murray State University and a former resident of Graves County.
The award recipient is a professional farm manager, real estate
sales agent and licensed insurance
agent with Farmers National Company. He received the top insurance award for the year in a company-wide competition among 65
professional managers in a 22state area.

BANNER PRESENTED...Rotary District Governor Loretta
Williams (left) visited the Murray Rotary Club to present
a banner for being the number one club in the #6710
District in annual progrartiltind giving for Rotary International. Accepting the banner were Jim Tate (right), past
Rotary president, and Sally Hopkins (center), present
Rotary president.
BETA CLUB...0fficers of the Beta Club of Sixth Grade at
Calloway County Middle School are Rachel Adams, president, Kaitlyn McCoil, vice president, Heather Lowe, secretary, and Mitch Morton, treasurer.

DIVORCE SUPPORT GROUP
Come to terms with your divorce andfind the peace,forgiveness
and-hedling

YMCA planning event
The Murray Family YMCA will
host "Club Choas" (caring, honest, observant, aerobic self) starting
lsiurray
Tuesday,ilyFeb. 5.2002,
YMCA,808 Chestth
nut Si,, Murray.The eight week program is
designed to improve both physical fitness and self esteem of adolescent girls between the age of
10 to 15.
Classes will be from 3:30 to
4:45 p.m. each Tuesday and Thursday starting Feb. 5 for eight weeks.

Unique gifts 3or Everyone!

The cost will be a three-month
youth
you membership of $60 and pro- .
am fee of $25 for a total of
85, but for non-members will be
125. There must be at least eight
girls cigned.itp hy Ian 71 for the
program 44) begin. For information call 759-9622.

.

r

Group will meet every Thursday starting
January 24 at 7 p.m. for 7 weeks.
Cost of the seminar booklet"A lime For Healing" will be $12.95.
To register call the church office at 753-1854 or 753-6938

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 S. 4th -Street • Murray, Ke7itucky 42071

Residents receive quality lifestyles
for one price...no add on charges.
If you agree that active, independent lifestyles
are vital to healthy and productive retirement,
then we invite you to live at Hickory Woods.

ONE STOP...
You Shop, We Wrap, We Pack, We Ship

Rare Treasures

*Spacious Studio, One and
Two Bedroom Suites
03 Meals a Day
.24 Hour Staff/Security
. •Hou5ecleaning/ Laundry Service
*Medication Supervision
*Personal Care Assistance

922 S. 12th • Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hrs: Monday-Friday 9-5
(MT. Postman)753-8400

*Beauty Shop
!Activities/ Recreational Programs
*Scheduled Transportation •
*Arts and Crafts
!Library
!Contact Annita Peeler, Director

Cernlied 13\ Kentucky On ke of Aging

(The EssentialDay Spa
1311 Johnson 131\ U. • Morn-is, K1 42071 • 270-767-0760

Have you let your gift certificate expire?
January is your chance to bring it in
and redeem it for AVEDA.products.

Michelle Hicks, Employee of the \ear,
spending quality time with resident
Ms. Jewel Head.

Nothing else looks or feels
like home...But, we come close.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone:(270) 759-8700• 1-888-231-5014
Fax:(270) 759-8777
An Assisted Living Residence

PAINT PLUS
YOUR FLOORCOVERING HEADQUARTERS
QUALITY FLOORCOVERING!
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION!
HONEST ADVICE!

FLOORING SALE
January 14 — January 31
Natural Reflections
5/16th Solid Hardwood

Philadelphia Carpet
12' & 15' Nylon Carpets

25 Year Warranty

56 oz.

$3.79
V Solitaires
VBridal Sets
'Anniversary Bands
6/Diamond Eanings
6/Diamond Penda tits

V Rubies
V Sapphires
Ii.meralds
'Wedding Bands
6/Pearls Sr More!

It's A Wall-to-Wall Sell-Out! Nothing Held Back!
Hurray! Bring your Friends and Save!

per sq. ft.

$13.99

per sq yd

Quick Stepp Laminate
Glueless Laminate Tiles

Bruce Traffic Zone
Laminate

25 Year Warranty

25 Year Warranty

$

2.99

per sq.

'2.79

per sq. ft.

ASK ABOUT OTHER FLOORING SPECIALS

PAINT PLUS,
Bel-Air Shopping Center • 918 S. 12th Street • Murray. KY 42071
Owners — Paul Myhill & Sammy Tidwell
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RIM EL MOM IIL
When: Today, 730 pm

Where: RSEC Radio: WSJP (1340 AM) WNBS (1130 AM)

MSU mission: Contain

Ellis Domercant

The 6-4 junior has
1 senior returns to the starting lineup for
led the Panthers (10-7,
the first time tonight after being MSU's
3-1 OVC) in scoring in
top reserve for the past 10 games.
every game but one Anderson has used his ,mercurial twoscoring a season-high
guard for instant offense off the bench.
40 points in a win over
But with the Racers struggling to find an
Loyola-Chicago in midBy SCOTT NANNEY
early offensive punch, the fourth-yeau
December and reaching
Sports Editor
coach said the time is right to re-insert
For the Murray State Racers, the mis- the 30-point mark on
Burdine as a starter.
sion for tonight's Ohio Valley Conference seven other occasions-.
"(Justin) provides us with more scor"Henry Domercant is
showdown with visiting Eastern Illinois
ing and more experience," Anderson noted.
BURDINE
is simple: Stop one scoring threat and an awesome player,"
"When we changed the lineup the first
said Murray head coach
get another one going.
time, it was for defense. And it worked
The main focus for the Racer defense Tevester Anderson. "He's just a scoring for a while when we were playing outagainst the OVC's second-place team is machine ... He's a real go-to player, and side the conference.
that's something we don't have this year."
to at least contain all-everything forward
"But as we've gotten back into conEven so, the Racers (8-8, 2-2) will try
ference play, we now need some more
Henry Domercant, who enters today's play
to make do with their leading scorer,
offensive punch. We're not getting off to
as the nation's third-leading scorer at 26.6
guard Justin Burdine (18.6 ppg). The 6a good start offensively, and we think he
points per contest.

•Burdine returns
to starting lineup;
Hornig, Harris out

Open Mike
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer

Murray High
hopes to be
Tab' at All 'A!
_

An
was triumphant 59-51 Dec. 11
ode to
in Paducah.
the-Alt
n e -troy-r side,
'A' Classeeded Murray (11-7) drew a
sic First
tough quarterfinal assignment
Region
in No. 5 Ballard Memorial
boys' and (11-4). The two teams will
girls' bas- meet Wednesday at 6 p.m.
ketball
The Tigers are led by sentournaior guard Kwen Trice, who is
ments, with sincerest apoloaveraging 15.4 points and 5.6
gies to Sgt. Pepper and the
assists per game while conwalrus:
necting on 78 percent of his
They'll play a tourney next free throws.
week - oh boy/Twenty-two
Senior center Daryl Cole is
teams in Mayfield/Graves
scoring 12.5,points a night on
County/And although the
55.5-percent shooting from the
schools are rather field, while junior forward
small/they're gonna play some Blake Rayburn is recording
ball/And then we'll know
11.1 points per contest and
which two teams will have a
senior forward Tom Masthay
chance to win it all...
is adding 9.8 points on 58.3In order to advance to the
percent shooting.
state All 'A' tournament Jan.
Senior guard Matt Kelleher
30-Feb. 3 in Richmond, both
is also chipping in for Murthe Murray High Tigers and
ray with 0.2 points and 4.5
Lady Tigers will have to
assists per outing and is hithave "A Day in the Life"
ting 45.3 percent of his 3three times next week at
pointers, while junior reserve
Graves County High School.
Dylan Volp is contributing 5.6
The top-seeded Lady Tigers points on 46-percent accuracy
(12-4) will begin their quest
from long distance.
in the quarterfinal round
But Ballard is sparked by
Monday at 6 p.m. against
6-3 senior Lawrence Arnold's
either eighth-seeded Ballard
19.2 points and 10.6 rebounds
Memorial (2-12) or No. 9
per game and 63.5-percent
Fulton County (1-13).
field-goal shooting.
Center Paige Adlich has
Tyler Scott is passing out
paced Murray with 15.7
3.9
assists per contest for the
points and 9.7 rebounds per
Bombers,
who are also
game. and the 6-2 senior has
receiving
56.5-percent
shooting
hit 57.3 of her shots from
from Derek Doublin and
the field.
5I.2-percent shooting from
Senior forward Delanda
Brandon Brooks.
Olive is providing 9.6 points,
Three-time defending All
7.7 rebounds and 3.9 assists
'A'
regional champion and top
per contest, while senior forseed
St. Mary (8-6) could
ward Ashley Tripp is averagawait Murray in the semifiing 11.6 points on 2.1 made
nals Jan. 25 at 7:45 p.m.
3-pointers per outing.
The Vikings defeated the
Junior guards Sherrie SexTigers 88-67 Dec. 11 in Padton (10.3 ppg, 31.6 percent
ucah and boast 6-3 senior
from 3-point range) and Ashand
2,000-point scorer Ryan
ley Patterson (6.3 ppg, 3.5
Cochran, the region's leader
apg) round out the Lady
with 26.2 points per game.
Tiger lineup that ranks in the
Should Murray reach the
top 15 in the state in scoring
All 'A' final Jan. 26 at 8
defense (44.0 ppg) and marp.m., No. 2 Mayfield (12-3)
gin of victory (14.3 ppg).
A win Monday would send or No. 3 Fulton City (12-5)
will likely stand in the
Murray into the 7:45 p.m.
Tigers' way of a regional
semifinal Jan. 24 against the
winner of Tuesday's 4:30 p.m. tournament title.
The Cardinals are captained
matchup between No. 4 Heath
by junior point guard Derrick
(12-4) and No. 5 Carlisle
Parrott, who is pouring in
County (9-7).
22.7 ppg on 54.9-percrt
The Lady Tigers defeated
shooting and is also tallying
Carlisle 50-37 Dec. 6 in
five
assists a contest.
Bardwell and Heath 72-60
The Bulldogs, meanwhile,
Jan. 7 at MHS.
swept the season series with
A victory Thursday would
Murray 64-59 Nov. 27 in
likely pit Murray against No.
2 Mayfield (7-7) or No. 3 St. Fulton and 79-71 in overtime
Mary (1 I -4) in the 6 p.m.
Tuesday at MHS.
championship game Jan. 26.
Fulton senior point guard
Both the Lady Cardinals
Aaron Ferrell is collecting
and Lady Vikings own wins
22.1 points and 6.4 rebounds
over the Lady Tigers and is making 79.6 percent of
Mayfield won 52-49 Monday
his free throws and 31.5 perin Mayfield while St. Mary
cent behind the 3-point arc.

can help jumpstart us in that area."
Burdine will take the place of 7-1 center Andi Hornig, who went scoreless in
MSU's last two outings. The sophomore
will likely not be available at all tonight
after injuring a knee during Monday's
practice session.
Hornig's injury is one of a laundry
list for the Racers, who will also likely
be without back-up guard Rashard Harris after the 6-1 senior injured his knee
in last Saturday's defeat at Austin Peay.
Junior forward James Singleton was
also hobbled by a sprained left ankle he
suffered early in the second half against
the Governors, but expects to be in the
starting lineup versus EIU.
"We're a little banged up right now,"
Anderson said.

The Racers may also be a little emotionally "banged up" after APSU handed
them their third consecutive loss and the
program's fifth defeat in the last six,
games.
The losses have dropped MSU into a
fifth-place tie in the league standings with
Morehead State - one game behind the
Goys and Panthers and two games back
of OVC leader Tennessee Tech in the
loss column.
The early conference losses make the
current two-game homestand - tonight
and Saturday against Southeast Missouri
State - crucial to the Racers, who travel to "Death Valley" next week to face
Morehead State (Jan. 24) and Eastern
Kentucky (Jan. 26).

• See Page 9

Sox sale complete
PHOENIX (AP) - Now that ended Just hours before the meetthey've approved the record $660 ing's start, owners approved the
million sale of the Boston Red Boston deal 29-0, with the New
Sox, baseball owners will turn York Yankees abstaining.
"What I'd really like to do is
their attention to proposed sales
of the Florida Marlins and Mon- address the fans of the Boston
Red Sox and say to them that we
treal Expos.
John Henry heads the group are bringing to Boston what I
buying the Red Sox and plans to would call sort of a dream team
sell the Marlins for $158 million of baseball people," Henry said.
to Jeffrey Loria, the current Mon- "Baseball runs in our veins, just
treal Expos owner. Loria intends like it does in yours."
Selig hopes the Red Sox -saleto sell his 'team -to the-commissioner's offiCe for $120 million.
closes by the end of February and
"There's a bigger picture here," that the other deals can be approved
_b_aseliall_ commissioner Bud Selig__ before spring training_starts in midsaid after Wednesday night's vote. February. With baseball's contrac"All these things are tied togeth- tion plan stalled, the commissioner in a meaningful way to try to er's office appears likely to opersolve problems as we see them." ate the Expos this season.
"We haven't made a final deciThe trades Of teams are part
of a tumultuous offseason domi- sion yet, but certainly that is one
nated by baseball's attempt to cut of the things under consideration.
from 30 to 28 teams. That pro- Absolutely," Selig said.
The price of the Expos means
posal, which calls for major league
teams to be eliminated for the first Minnesota Twins owner Carl Pohlad
time since _189has been stalled is likely to ask for more than
$120 million from Donald Watkins,
in court.
After lengthy
negotiations the Alabama businessman who
between the Red Sox and the wants to buy the Twins to save
Massachusetts attorney general that the team from extinction.

In another development, players' association head Donald Fehr
was to address owners Thursday
at the invitation of Selig as part
of negotiations for a new labor
contract.
Henry's deal for the Red Sox,
who own Fenway Park and 80
percent of the New England Sports
Network, more than doubles the
previous record price for a baseball franchise - the $323 million paid by Larry Dolan -cos the
Cleveland Indians in 2000. Henry's
group also will assume $40 million in debt.
Boston's deal has been filled
with controversy. The team's current owners spurned a $755 million offer from New York lawyer
Miles Prentice and a $750 million bid from Cablevision Systems
Corp. chairman Charles Dolan Larry Dolan's brother.
The Jean R. Yawkey Foundation, which owns a 53 percent
controlling interest in the Red Sox,
will receive $410 million from the
Henry group, which includes a number of baseball insiders who are
friends of Selig.

Drew inks
one-year
contract
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Outfielder J.D. Drew avoided arbitration on Wednesday, agreeing
to a one-year,
$3.1 million
contract with
the St. Louis
Cardinals.
The right
fielder batted
.323 last year,
his fourth season in the
major leagues
DREW
and with the
Cardinals,
with 27 home runs and 73 RBIs.
Both are career bests for Drew,
who's made improvement every
year.
The signing of Drew, 26,
leaves the Cardinals with two
players,
arbitration-eligible
catcher Eli Marrero and utility
player. Placido Polanco.

Sampras survives at Open
slipped on his already injured right
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
ankle, tried to continue and then
-Pete Sampras avoided the growlimped off court when the pain
ing pileup of injured and beaten
became too much,
players at the Australian Open and
Roddick, one of the sport's risstayed on the path to a possible
ing stars, withdrew while trailing
14th Grand Slam crown.
6-7 (11), 2-3, giving Croat Ivan
Ordinarily, making the thirdLjubicic a spot in the third round.
round of a Grand Slam is no big
Roddick had set point at 8-7
deal for the former world No. I.
in the tiebreaker when he fell and
But With nine of the top 15 men,
landed awkwardly. Hobbling from
including the top five seeds, already
point to point, unable to race forousted, Sampras took Thursday's
ward to the net or backward to
6-3, 7-5, 3-6, 6-4 win over Juan
retrieve lobs, he needed treatment
Ignacio Chela with some relief.
twice to continue.
"Knock on wood, I'm still
Roddick hurt his ankle in the
healthy," Sampras said.
first round and had it strapped
He's the only player left in the
"like a cast" Thursday to avoid
field who reached the final at one
further,damage. He quit when the
of last year's four majors. He lost
trainer said he was risking serithe U.S. Open final to Lleyton
ous injury.
Hewitt last September.
"It's pretty crushing," Roddick
"It's a sign of where the game
"It's happened a little too
said.
is - the game is very deep, a
lot of great players," he said. "You STAVIN' ALIVE...No. 1 ranked Pete Sampras survived an much. It's just really disheartening."
see a lot of upsets, you're going
upset bid by Juan Ignacio Chela to advance to the third
Ljubicic, ranked 37th, said he
to have guys that get hurt.
kept 100 percent intensity despite
"It has been a pretty bizarre round of the Australian Open.
tournament, but it's happening and
Sampras seemed to have more
But Sampras broke back and his hobbling opponent
"I played one of my best matchyou've got to move on. You can't trouble with his own errors than sealed it on his second match point
be too consumed with everyone he did with Chela, serving most when the Argentine missed a fore- es. I was very aggressive from
the beginning," he said. "I wasn't
else and what's going on, just of his 12 double-faults in the third hand.
focus on my preparation and get- set and finishing with 42 unforced
No. 15 Arnaud Clement, last expecting that he wouldn't finish."
Clement had 62 errors and lost
ting the job done."
errors.
year's losing finalist here, lost to
Sampras beat Chela in five sets
Serving for the match, Sampras Argentine Gaston Gaudio,and Andy 6-4, 4-6, 6-2, 7-6 (3) to Gaudio,
in the third round at Melbourne sprayed successive forehands and Roddick, seeded 13th, also tum- who had never gone beyond the
first round in six previous Grand
Park last year and said it was uhackhands wide and lost at love bled.
tough again.
American Slam appearances.
The
19-year-old
to let Chela get on serve at 5-4.

Cards drop C-USA battle to East Carolina
GREENVILLE, N.C. (AP) - Louisville's hit 31 of 48 free throws. The 48 attempts
first trip to East Carolina was one the Pirates were the second-most in school history.
The Cardinals (11-4, 2-2) shot 35.6 percent
will never forget.
r, Travis Holcomb-Faye had 20 points to lead and hit 15 of 24 tries from the line.
In front of a raucous home crowd, East
four Pirates in double figures as East Carolina beat Louisville 87-77 on Wednesday night. Carolina's tenacious defense got seven blocked
It was the first Conference USA win for the shots - six from freshman Moussa Badiane
- and forced II turnovers. The Pirates held
Pirates. a 14-12 advantage in points off turnovers and
your
first
to
pick
you're
going
if
"I think
conference win in this league, I don't know an 11-2 edge in fast-break points.
That was enough to offset a 43-40 reboundif it could come against a more storied, historic college basketball program," East Car- ing advantage for the Cardinals,_ who turned
olina coach Bill Herrion said. "You can't put 19 offensive rebounds into 17 second-chance
a price tag on what this win does for us right points.
"We're just real aggressive when the fans
now."
The Pirates (7-9, 1-3) shot 50 percent and are behind us," said Brandon Hawkins, who

scored 16 of his 18 points in the first half.
Gabriel Mikulas added 14 for the Pirates,
while Badiane had 10.
Louisville guard Reece Gaines led all scorers with 21 points. Erik Brown and Bryant Northern each added 14.
Trailing 43-38 at halftime, Louisville used
3s from Gaines and Northern to pull to within two with 13:30 to play. The Pirates, however, maintained the lead, using a fast-break
dunk from Jonathan Moore for a 68-62 lead
with 9:39 to play. The Cardinals never got
closer than five points the rest of the way.
"Any time you play against a team coached
by Rick Pitino, you've got to handle the pressure," Herrion said.
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Nets rout Wizards
By The Associated Press
The crowd stood and cheered
the New Jersey Nets with 30 seconds left - and there was still
another half to play.
That's how good the Nets were
Wednesday night, rolling to a 11167 victory over the Washington
Wizards in front of the first home
sellout of the season.
The game was decided early
as the Nets hit their first 13 shots,
led 43-18 after one quarter and
72-31 at halftime.
By then, even Michael Jordan
had had enough. He sat the entire
second_ half after scoring 10 points
in the first.
"This was a learning experience, a most erhbairassing learning experience," said Jordan, who
played 18 minutes. "That's how
we have to take it."
The Nets will take it, all right.
The crowd of 20,049 - nearly
10,000 above their average showed up for Jordan, but ended
up watching New Jersey hand him
the most lopsided loss of his
career.
"They came No. 1, to see
Michael, and No. 2 to see us,
and hopefully they left shaking
their heads about the New Jersey
Nets," coach Byron Scott said. SHUT DOWN.. Michael Jordan sat out the second half after
"It doesn't get any better than this." scoring just 10 points as
the Washington Wizards suffered
In other NBA games, it was
an 111-67 loss to the New Jersey Nets Wednesday.
Miand 102, -Los Angeles Lakers
96; Boston 1.01, New York 100; Jason Kidd 11 points and 12 assists. the Lakers in. the Heat's first 100Toronto 1097Houston 103; Sacra- - When Van Horn hlt- 3-poinv- point game of the season.
mento 112, Denver 107; Milwau- er with 29 seconds left in the
Alonzo Mourning had 28 points
kee 105, Indiana 100; Utah 95, half, the Nets led by 41 - 72- and 11 rebounds, and Jimmy JackSeattle 80; Portland 108, Phoenix 31 - and the crowd stood and son scored eight of his 19 points
99; and Golden State 117, Cleve- cheered until the half ended.
in the fourth quarter for the Heat. •
land 88.
The Nets led 88-49 at the end
Kobe Bryant, who had 29
The Nets (26-11) matched their of the third after Martin hit a 3: points, put the Lakers ahead 96victory total from last season, pointer with a second left, and 90 with 3:03 left, but Jackson hit
improved
the Eastern Conference's the lead reached 48 with 3:19 two free throws with 1:23 left to
_ _
st Tee-Ord, posted dieir first six- Territi-The TourthwhtuRichard break- a--96-311-tie.--R-od-Strieldandgame winning streak in nine years, Jefferson hit a jumper to make it and Jackson each hit two free
and sent the Wizards to their 107-59.
throws to close out the scoring.
fourth consecutive defeat.
Heat 102, Lakers 96
The Lakers played without
Keith Van Horn led the way
Miami blew a 24-point lead, Shaquitle O'Neal, who sat out the
wilfidifit- A Will Williams but scored -the. final 12- points-of-- second- -of a three-game -suspen-had 17, Kenyon Martin 14and the game in Los Angeles to top slim for fighting.

Home Improvement Warehouse

Improving Home Improvement

NATIONAL
CLEARANCE
DAYS! UP TO
0
/0

OFF

From Page 8
"These next two games are very
big for us," Anderson paid. "We
know" that Tennessee Wech and
Austin Peay are two fine teams
that are going -to be-there _at- the
end (of the season), and we hope
to see them again at that point.
But, in the meantime, we've got
to start winning some games.
"We're all disappointed at the
way the last few games have gone.
but we're not devastated. What
we need to do is use this week
as a confidence-builder."
The Racers may also be looking for a little revenge against
the Panthers, who eliminated them
from postseason play last March
with a 97-71 triumph in the OVC
Tournament semifinals. It marked
the first time in 12 seasons that
MSU missed the league championship game.
The victory propelled Eastern
Illinois to the tournament title and
its first-ever trip to the NCAA
Tournament.
However, much has changed
for the Panthers since then with
the graduation of star guard Kyle
Hill, who teamed with Domercant
last year to form one of the top
scoring tandems in the nation.
Some of the Panthers' offensive punch may be gone. But
Domercant is doing all he can to
make EIU a legitimate threat, shooting 38.7 percent from 3-point range
and leading the OVC in threes made
per game at 3.4. He is the team's
leading rebounder at 6.6 boards
per contest.
EIU has one other player reserve swingman J.R. Reynolds
- who scores in double figures
at 10.1 ppg. Starting forward Jesse
Mackinson averages 9.2 ppg and
grabs 5.9 rpg while guard Craig
Lewis is second on the team in

SportsBriefs
MADISONVILLE, Ky. - The Murray High swim team finished second
out of four teams at a meet Jan. 10.
gaining victories in three boys' individual races arid the girls 400-meter
freestyle relay.
Chad Culp won the 50 freestyle
and the 100 backstroke as Jon Hedges
took first in the 100 breaststroke and
second in the 50 freestyle. Geremy
Harper was third in the 100 breaststroke and fourth in the 50 freestyle
On the girls' side, Morgan Williams
paced the Lady Tigers with second place
in the 200 individual medley and third
in the 100 backstroke
Allison Kipphut came in third in the
100 butterfly and fourth in the 200
individual medley, while Audrey Ferguson was third in the 100 breaststroke and fourth in the 500 freestyle
Sara Jane Cunningham took fourth
in both the 100 freestyle and the 50
freestyle as Heather Ferguson claimed
fourth place in the 100 butterfly and
Amy Meloan sixth in the 50 freestyle

scoring during conference play at
11.0 ppg.
Racer Notes: According to
Anderson, junior guard Chris Shumate is officially_out for the remainder of the season. The 6-6, 195pounder played in four games

before suffering a stomach ailment
and will use the remainder of this
year to rehabilitate. He is seeking
a medical redshin ... Saturday's
game _against rival SEMO will be
televised live by WPSD NewsChannel 6, beginning at 7 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Surfer

Thursday - Monday,Jan. 17-21
State Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-341 5

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Calloway Co. Lady Lakers (10-6, 1-1)
Player
G
Pts.
Avg.
Whitney Ragsdale
16
14.1
226
Felisha Prescott
127
16
7.9
Car/ay Williams
16
84
5.3
Lindsey White
15
• 62
4.1
Shameka Dial
16
4.1
66
Kelly Taylor
10
32
3.2
Katie Ross
47
16
2.9
Kacee Stonecipher 16
47
2.9
Heather Macha
11
4
2.8
Tiffany Cunningham 12
21
1.8
Brittany Lamb
15
1.7
Meagan Rogers
14
20
1.4
Carrie Radke
10
a
1.3
Ashley Chadwick
10
11
1.1
Andrea Loveless
1
5
0.2
Team
16
780
48.8
Opponents
16
722
45.1
Murray Lady Tigers (12-4, 1-1)
Player
Pts.
Avg.
Paige Adlich
15
235
15.7
Ashley Tripp
174
15
11.6
Sherrie Sexton
16
165
103
Delanda Olive
154
16
96
Ashley Patterson
101
16
63
Lisa Thurman'
16
73
4.6
Rachael Williams
1
2
20
Carley Faughn
10
10
10
Allison Cross
6
6
10
Bre Sykes
3
2
0.7
11
Breaana Volp
6
0.5
Dee Martin
2
6
0.3
Katie Wagoner
2
6
0.3
Allysia Hood
7
0
00
Shaina Marinott
6
0
0.0
Davina Anderson
1
0
00
Cassie Scarborough 1
0.0
Team
932
16
58.3
Opponents
16
44.0
704

Everyday low prices
on selected merchandise

Murray Tigers (11-7, 4-0)
Player
Pts.
Avg.
Kwen Trice
18
154
278
Daryl Cole
18
125
225
Blake Rayburn
18
111
199
Tom Masthay
18
176
98
Matt Kelleher
18
111
62
Dylan Volp
18
100
5.6
Mark Daniel
14
24
33
Sean McElrath
10
14
14
Kyle Erwin
10
9
09
Tim Masthay
2
1
0.5
Cory Zirbel
5
1
02
Jordan Kelleher
101
0.1
Josh Dunn
8
0
0.0
Corey Perdue
7
0
0.0
Chris Bradley
6
0
0.0
Dustin Barnett
5
0
0.0
Team
18
1,162
64.8
Opponents
18
1,111
81.7
Calloway County Lakers (10-5, 1-1)
Player
Pts.
Avg.
Mitchell McClure
15
249
16.8
Jimmy Bynum
15
151
226
Seth Barrow
-15
6.1
92
Terry Adams
15
56
84
Clay Lamb
15
82
55
Jay Boggess
15
5,2
78
Todd Sexton
15
3.9
58
Logan Walker
14
47
3.4
Roger Jones
17
8
2.1
Chase Futrell
1.0
5
5
Nathan Jones
14
10
0.7
Jay Wyatt
4
0.5
2
Cory Stress
4
1
03
Mark Anderson
4
0
00
David Crouch
3
00
0
Team
951
15
63.4
Opponents
15
819
54.6

NIGHT CLASSES
•Electronics Engineering Technology 12 years)
'Career placement assistance
'Digital Applications, Communications
•Computers, Programmable Controllers
'Free tutoring if needed
'Financial aid for those who qualify

PADUCAH
TECHNICAL
COLLEGE

Look for the Yellow Clearance Labels
throughout the store for incredible values!
Quantities limited to stock on hand.
Selection will vary by store. Come in
early for best selection.

Fashion
Plumbing

Fashion
Lighting

Power
Tools

Hardware

Flooring

Heating

Small
Window
Appliances Treatments

Rough
Plumbing

NE Corner of Hwy. 121N & Hwy. 641
(Across From IVIISU Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
Monday-Saturday, 7:00 am - 9:00 pm • Sunday, 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

FORMERLY I t 7

Enroll now for classes beginning Jan. 22nd
Contact us at (800) 995-4438,(270) 444-9676 or
ptc@hcis.net. Visit our web site at www.ptc.ky.com
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Classifieds
www.murrayledger.com

ADJUSTMENTS

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of tneir ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one 1.1correct insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri 11 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

VISA
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
409 Discount 3rd Run.
rAlt 3Ads Must Run Within 6[An Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

LINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 2t1 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for ShoppertTuea.Classafieda go into Shopping (.uidei V2.50 extra for blind boa ads.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

010

010
Legals

Leads
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NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF INTENT TO
REQUEST A RELEASE OF FUNDS
January 17, 2002
Kentucky Housing Corporation
123,1 Louisville Rd.
Frankfort, KY 40601
F. Lynn Luallen, Chief Executive Officer

mommy a

Happy Birthday
Fri., Jan. 18

TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES,GROUPS AND PERSONS:
On or about January 26, 2002, Kentucky Housing Corporation(KHC)
will request the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD)to release Federal funds for the following project:
Project- Purchase Area _Housing Corporation Home Owner
Rehabilitation Program.
Purpose: This project will rehabilitate the homes of 14 low to
moderate-income families in Ballard, Carlisle, Calloway,
Marshall, Fulton, Hickman, Graves and McCracken Counties.
Additional units may be completed in the next few years if the
initial project goes smoothly. The project could also, under certain conditions, assist up to three families to purchase a home.
Location: Unspecified fixations in Ballard, Carlisle, Calloway,
Marshall, Fulton, Hickman, Graves and McCracken Counties,
Kentucky.
Approximate HOME Funds in Project: $716,040.
An Environmental Review Record respecting the within project has
been made by KHC which documents the environmental review of the
The,yrivironmental Review---Pscoove
address and is available for public examination and copying upon

request during normal business hours.

Happy eirthday

All interested agencies, groups and persons disagreeing with thia decision are invited to submit written comments for consideration by KHC
to the Chief Executive Officer, Attention: Michael Dant. Such written
comments should be received at the above address on or before
January 24, 2002. All such comments so received will be considered
and KHC-Will-not request the release of Federal funds or take any
administrative action on the within project prior to the date specified
in the preceding sentence.
KHC will undertake the project described.above with HOME funds
from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development(HUD)
under Title II of the National Affordable Housing Act of 1990. KHC is
certifying that KHC as State 'Participating Jurisdiction consents to
accept the jurisdiction of the Federal courts if an action is brought to
enforce responsibilities in relation to environmental reviews, decision
making, and action; and that these responsibilities have been satisfied. The legal effect of the certification is that upon its approval, KHC
may use the HOME funds and HUD will have satisfied its responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and
other related laws and authorities. HUD will accept an objection to its

THREE PERMANENT POSITIONS

Call Today and Tomorrow
MOO A M - 6:011PNI 759-5910
060

Ask For Dan Dalton
LOE/N11

Help Wanted

RESPONSIBILITIES
•Typing & word processing
'Computer zed.booklie-Oing
•Various secretarial and receptionist duties

Local Church Has Opening For

Part-Time Youth Director

Send resume with references to:

If interested,job descriptions are
available at
111 North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824

P.O. Box 429, Murray,KY 42071

RESTA U RAN T
MANAGER NEEDED
Successful applicant will need to he

58.40 or to make the written determination required by Secs. 58.35,
58.47 or 58.53 for the project, as applicable; or (c) KHC has omitted

Objections must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the
required procedure (24 CFR Part 58) and may be addressed to: Mr.
Ben Cook, Director, Office of Community Planning & Development,

U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development, P.O. Box 1044,
Louisville, KY 40201-1044. Objections to the release offunds on bases
other than those stated above will not be considered by HUD. No
objection received after February 9, 2002 will be considered by HUD.
020

020
Notice

Notice

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

ANNUAL PERM SALE

'29.02

Nobel
STRESSED OUT?
Pamper yourself with a
therapeutic massage.
Mention ad for the special
rate of $10.00 money back
guarantee. Gift certificates
available! 759-5880

50- 5%O F
STOREWIDE
nen., pi„, SI
l'•.

NorAeA,
tt

hoorah

Rita's Neat
Repeats
had,

YOUTHICIII VILLAGES
wWw.youthvillages.org
Are you searching for a place to work where you can make
an impact - not only on the organization but also on the
lives of youth, families and even the community? You can
make a difference by joining us in our mission of helping
children and families live successfully. With the help of
each employee, we are able to help over 5000 people get
treatment each year. We offer 100% tuition reimbursement
& numerous opportunities for training & advancement

Home Based Open House-1n Union City at the
Hampton Inn at 2201 West Reelfoot Ave. Union City.
TN 38261 on Thursday. January 24th from 5:30 p.m.7:00 p.m. Check our website twww.youthvillages.orgt
for a map & more details.
Home Based Counselors-Dyersburg Job Code MI.T 1-11
•Provides counseling and case management to children and
their families in the home and in the community.
*Interventions focus on the family, school. peers. & community.
•Masters preferred in the mental health field. bachelor 's
w/exp considered

Child Counselor-Paris, TN MLT 4000
*Provides counseling to foster care children 6.: IaiiiiIie
*Master's degree in mental health field required
Send your resume, job code, cover sheet & email
address to:
For Dyersburg:
Attn: Sara White
1365 Flowering Dogwood Lane Suite F
Dyershurg, Tennessee 38024
Pb.731-287-935.5
Fax 731-285-8926

For Paris:
Attn: Leslie Franklin
1209 US HWY 641 South
Suite
Paris, TN 38242
Pb. 731-642-1000
Fax 731-642-2002
Employees must be at least 21 years of age and has,
acceptable motor vehicle record.
FOE

762-02(17
AP

'ti

Bring in this ad for10% OFF
on haircare products w/perm.
• S. ialt Wra.s Hi her • Lon Hair Sli htly Hi her

-=> Family Haircare <=>e
506 Stine U N. I Mt St. I located hthiisl Subs%.ty

°hymns. Plaia. Iklurtay • 751(1542

605 South 12th si

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

TINY HEARTS SCHOOL
Needs full-time and parttime help. Must be 18 and
have high school diploma
1610 Ryan Ave, come by
for an application.

Local established
business has
opening for

RECEPTIONIST
position
High school degree
required Must
possess excellent
phone and people

060
Help Wanted
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers No experience necessary. Earn
$700+ per week plus benefits. No CDL? No Prob-

lem! CDL training is now
available-in your area.
1-800-242-7364.

DRIVERS'.

MAKE 2002

1QUB YEAR!!
_COL Training Now
•

Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071

kvailableff -

Call 1-800-958-2353.
.

5751 Briar Hill Rd.
Lexington, KY.

RNs &-LPNs
Henry County Medical Center is seeking registered
nurses and LPNs. Available schedules for both 8und
12 hour shifts. Available positions in Med/Surg.
Psychiatry, Float Pool, CCU. Excellent benefits and
salary based on experience. Interested -candidates
should send resume or appty in person.

Henry County Medical CefiTer
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 3824
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Emplo er

JOURNEYMAN
HVAC ARE you
IN MURRAY
really -serious
Mechanic (Licensed).
about working from home. Immediate opening for an energetic, motivated
2 openings- 1 Service if so call
1-888-217-5277.
individual with a congenial personality.
Technican. 1 Installer. SalREQUIREMENTS
ary based on experience.
HANDYMAN NEEDED.
Ideal
candidates
should be able'to work with
hand tools required. Call
436-5933
out supervision and function efficiently under
753-760Q between 8:30
436-6033 Evens.
am and 2:30, Mon-Fri.
time pressures.

approval of the release of funds and acceptance of the certification
only if it is on one of the following bases:(a)That the certification was
not in fact executed by KHC's Certifying Officer; or (b) that KHC has
failed to make one of the two findings pursuant to 24 CFR Part 58 Sec.
one or more of the steps set forth at subparts E of 24 CFR Part 58 for
the preparation, publication and completion of an Environmental
Assessment; or(d)KHC has omitted one or more of the steps set forth
at subparts F and G of 24 CFR Part 58 for the conduct, preparation,
publication and completion of an Environmental Impact Statement, if
applicable; or le) KHC has committed funds or incurred costs not
authorized by 24 CFR Part 58 before release of funds and approval of
the environmental certification by HUD; or (f) A Federal agency acting pursuant to 40 CFR part 1504 has submitted a written finding
that the project is unsatisfactory from the standpoint of environmental quality.

and dishwashers, all shifts.
Apply in person, 2-4pm,
110 S. 5th St

Will y ou cam S35K - S4OK this year and more in
Future years? A Fonune 500 Company in its 11th
Decade of growth has 3 openings in this area.
Are you: ''Sportsminded ''Goal Oriented
*Ambitious Hondable ss ith good references? If so.
we will provide minimum of 2 weeks expense paid
training. Advancement possibilities. Complete benefit and retirement package.

Grandad Bob
• _ (13,
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

DRAFTERIndividual
NEED Cash $$$
must be proficient with 3D
AVON SALES REPS
AUTOCAD. Duties include
NEEDED
preparation of layouts, asFull or part-time, detailed
sembly and detail drawtraining provided!
ings, analyzing and deter1-800-579-1225
mining design requirepress 2 enter
ments and preparing and
64067#
evaluating tolerances. Foror e-mail
mal education in mechanibvincent@avon.net
cal drawing and/or 2-10
SALES PERSON
years experience preferred. Knowledge of AS- Jackson Purchase Area
MEY14.5 standards, Me- must have Construction
chanical Desktop, and NC background and like to
programing experience a work hard. Call Jeff/ Lisa
1-800-221-8076
plus. Please submit re
THE
Bull Pen Steaks &
sume, references, and salSpirits Now Hiring experiary
requirements
to
SPORTABLE
SCORE- enced servers, busboys,
BOARDS, Human Resources 106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray KY 42071

Happy 1st
Birthday
Cheslee Wilson

060

060
Help Wanted

//1 a//148 wrongfilaces7
,rzje MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES
753-1916

" rue roh 11,
(ing,
ituu: until yoli
take a ;loser look Don't waste time, start
your search in the nght place
The Murra), Ledger & Times Classified
Section You'll find an extensive listmg of
lobs So whether you're taking your first
step ne you fifth

...give the Classifieds a look.

able to control labor cost, loth] cost.
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experience and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonic
of Murray, 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calls please.
Nationally ranked financial company established over 40 years ago in Paris, TN seeks
the services of an individual with a. college
degree and at least four(4) years experience
in Customer/Public Relations. The qualified
person must have a strong mathematical
background, must specialize in organization.
The best candidate will also be multi-task
oriented and have extensive computer experience. Excellent salary and benefits available.
Please send your resume to:
Henry Kirkwood
P.O. Box 1567
Paris, TN 38242
Network Analyst, Networking & Microcomputer
Services, Murray State University. Full time, nontenure track position to begin February 2002.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree supplemented by
two years of network support experience including
ATM. TCP/IP and Windows NT. One year database
experience including SQL. FOXPRO or DB2
required. Able to develop and maintain Web applications using Cold Fusion. Programming, network
services or systems support experience may substitute for the Bachelor's degree requirements on a
year-for-year basis. Responsibilities: Provide support to users of the campus network and make recommendations for upgrading and improving the net-s
work based on appropriate trends in technology.
Responsible for complex problem determination and
resolution related to network hardware and software.
Using various diagnostic tools, routinely monitor the
network for performance and security and make recommendations for improvements where appropriate.
Maintain hardware, software and operating systems
in the LAN. Application Deadline: February I.
2002. To Apply: Submit letter of application, resume
and and names, addresses and phone numbers of
three references to: Network Analyst Search
Committee, Murray State University, Information
Systems - Room 112. Industry & Technology Center,
Murray, KY 42071. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an
equal education and employment opportunity.
M/F/D. AA employer.

America's Supermarket

At Winn-Dixie, our team is bringing pride and
energy to everything we do... and enjoying the
rewards of a great future. We're growing as the
Sunbelt's largekt food retailer. Our associates
are appreciated and find training that puts
them on a path of opportunity and advancement. Make a difference here.
Now taking applications for:

Co-Manager
in our. Princeton location
550 US Hwy.62

Princeton, Kentucky
Apply at one of the above location
or send resumes to:

Jerry Heidenreich
702 Locust Lane
Louisville. KY 40217
Find out more about our company @ *v.v. %inn' -thatc.c‘m

DIESEL MECHANICS
& MACHINISTS
Walker Boat Yard and related subsidiaries in
Paducah. KY now hiring experienced 'diesel
mechanics and machinists to start immediately.
Excellent pay with some overtime required. Minimal
travel required. Excellent benefits (pension. life
insurance on employee & family, accident & sickness insurance, paid vacation & holidays, employee
assistance program; excellent health & dental insurance, pharmacy card, 40IK with company match).
excellent working environment with some of the
best coworkers in the area. Apply in person at
Walker Boat Yard Personnel Department at 4040
Clarks River Road in Paducah. KY between 8'a.m.
and 4 p.m. weekdays or call (800)866-7135 or
(270)444-4000. Equal Opportunity Employer.

THE CITY OF BENTON IS. ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE POSITION
OF POLICE OFFICER IN THE BENTON
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Minimum Oualitication for hiring:
•At least 21 years of age
4ligh School diploma or GED
•Valid KY Operators License
..Honorable Discharge front the Militat iiiappiiLJble I
•No convictions or felonies
*No prohibition from possessing a firearm
•Successful completion of criminal background check
(fingerprints)
•Successful medical exam, including drug screen
*Successful completion of extensive background check
including credit history
*Department interview
*Successful completion of psychological examination
*Successful completion of polygraph test
*Successful completion of physical agility test for
applicants not holding a current
"Peace Officer Professional Standards Certification"
For applications contact the

Benton Police
Department at 1009 Main St.. Benton, KY 42025
Regular'business hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m
Deadline for applications is January 23, 2002 at 4:00
p.m.

The City of Benton does not discriminate on the basis ot
race,color, national origin, sex. religion, age or disability in
employment or the provision of services.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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OFFICE Building for fen
camcorde
time
OLD
or lease 4,500 st uncle
good
Works
wicase
roof 753-9562
Needs new battery $100
759-9215
For Rent
STORAGE Buildings built
in
price
Lowest
site
on
1 bedroom apt Clean
area Call 437-4877
Stove retng , dishwasher
and W/D $325 No pets
436-5268

STAY at home morn look
ing for children to babysi
in my home Call 759-8804
WILL do office and house
cleaning 753-1016

‘1 \1‘,t, I \RI
Preschool
Primary Prot:rani
Murray State Uniserso.
Monday thriiugh
Thursday
1:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Open to students. lacult
stall-land community.
Take children ages 2-S

For Rant

[go-

KENMORE stove Like
new almond, self cleaning $75 Call 759-5799

NEW shipment of living
room suites, recliners &
bedding. All at great savings! Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd. 753-1502.
180
Lam &Garden

$10 per night
dinner included
Loc(nedill
Ruby Simpson Child
Deselopment Center
On Campus

CRAFTSMAN lawn tractor.
$1,200 OBO 753-9590

762-3899

HOMEWORKERS
Needed_
$635 weekly processing
mail. Easy! No experience
needed.
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext. 4605 24hrs.

1992, 47 foot drop deck
trailer. Shop built, in good
condition. $3,500. 4892477.

1 Block from MSU,
1 bedroom $250 month
1650 Ryan-West
753-2649.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR Apartment, available
Dec. 1st_ Close to campus.
No pets. 753-5980.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444

HEWLETT Packard Computer, Pavilion MX70, Inte
Pentium 3, CD burner. Only 7 months old. DeskJet
pnnter, CIY:F1W-DVD, 128
MB memory. $700. Call
759-5799.
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
NEW computers $799. uP
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S.

436-5933.
9a m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
1p.m.-5p,m.
Sun.
Visa/ Mastercard.

CASE VH
Tractors & Equipment
BUSH HOG
Mowers & Box Blades
INGERSOLL
Lawn & Garden
MAYRATH
Augers
RHINO
Mowers & Pdstnole Diggers

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray.
ELECTRIC base board
heaters, frost free refrigerators, electric stoves, good
used carpeting and air
conditioners. 753-4109.
WANTED: STANDING
TIMBER_ LARGE OR
SMALL ACREAGE.
436-5700
436-5727
753-2533.
150
Articles
For Sale
LUMBER for sale. 2x4
$1.50 each. 4x8 plywood
exterior
siding,
$12
sheet 759-1070.
CLASSIC Leather Couch.
Great quality in southwestern color. $600. Exercise
Machine for good circulation and muscle building,
$60. Call 753-1150.
INVACARE lift chair. Excellent condition. $250.
753-1594 after 6pm.
L.P. Gas Refills
Lowest prices in town.
New 100lb L.P. gas cyl.
579.95
B&B Brokers
753-4389.
MACHINE quilting
$31 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MAPLE tree's. from 4 feet
to 20 feet tall, price according to size
Call 753-0835

MURRAY
PLACE
APARTMENTS
Pool. fitness room.
game room. tennis
courts. sian before
Jan. 30th and get

Serving The Community Since 1934

one month free.
Ask about buying
MSU dorm
contracts.

CASE
KUHN
Construction Equip
Tillers
GREAT BEND
GREAT PLAINS
Front End Loaders
No-Till Drills
KUBOTA
LELY
Tractors & Lawn d Garden
Hay Equipmec.
PETTIBONE
PANORAMA
Hi-Lill Loaders
Hay Equipment
WOODS
UNVERFERTH
Zero-Turn Mowers
Tillage Equipment

210

1BR APT for rent. All appliances. Pets allowed.
$335/mo. Call 436-6291.

Firewood
FIREWOOD $35
Delivered 437-4718
FIREWOOD Also
service 436-2562

tree

16X80 93 Mobile Home,
with two porches Must be
moved, $14,000 4892054.
2BR. 1 Bath Mobile Home
on 1 acre lot with storage
building. Call 753-4980.
EARLY 70's model 12x70.
$2,500. 489-2477
FOR sale a 1988 Fair Vista, 14x72 mobile home,
with carport and storage
building on a 6 tenth acre
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
Approximately 5.1 miles
northwest of Murray off
Hwy. 121. Priced at
$28,000 or best offer.
For more information
call 270-767-2265
extension 386.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 20yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois. 437-3939.
LOOKING for a new
home? Take a look at
Sunshine's fine line of
homes. You will see a difference. Arrowhead Home
Sales, Inc.-3124 Hwy 79NPans, TN. 641-6900 or toll
free 1-877-754-6900.
USED doublewide. 1983
Redman 28x40. Cathedral
ceiling, 3br, 2 bath. Must
be moved. $6,500 OBO.
270-382-2849 (Days or
Weekends) 270-247-5717
(Week nights).

14X60 Foot 2br mobile
home near Ky lake $250.
mo plus utilities. 270-7593269 after 5pm.
2BR.. 5 KIPS North Pont

RENTED
2BR Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
SINGLE wide 2br, 1 bath,
new carpet thought out.
Large utility shed on 3/4
acres. 352-291-1932 352208-2009

1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR Apt. Deluxe furnished. No pets. $265 plus
deposit. 436-6105.
1BR Apt. Near MSU„_
appliances furnished, Clki/A-.
$275. 753-4181 or
489-2181.
1BR with garage on wooded lot: 320 near University.
Deposit and references required. 559-8410.
1BR, furnished, low utilities, $225 month, reference
required, no pets. 7533949.
1BR., 1 block from campus, water, sewer, trash
furnished 753-9841 or
853-2218.
1BR., nice quiet area.
753-8588.
1BR., Univer, Hgts. Stove,
refrig. W/D DW lease no
pets. $325/mo. M-f 8-5
753-4937.
2BR, clean, quiet, central
H/A, W/D hookup. No
pets. Ref., dep., required.
492-8634
2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR , edge of town, washer & dryer. $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 & 4br,apts. avail Diuguid
Drive. Coleman RE 7594118.
3BR. 2 bath Apt, downstairs. $400 a month.
489-2296.
APT for rent, 3br. appliances furnished, Cal/A, near
MSU $400. month. 7594696
CONDOPLEX 3br., 2 bath
Available January 5,2002.
$700/mo.
Deposit required.
753-0834
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. WO. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $325/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F_ Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.

$595

(27" Televisions
Si

1 Nintendo 64

50.00 and up
New 8. Used }

$39.95

Guns &
Knives on
up to 50% OFF
90% New • 10% Trade-In,...
) Special ,}

1JEWELRY
Diamond Ring, Chains. Charms

VCR S24.95

and up

Monday-Saturday 9 30-7 30 • Sunday /-6

BUILDING for Sale o
Lease. North 3rd and Wal
nut, 6,500 sq. ft. $53,500.
Days- 753-7668
Nights- 753-4919

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
FREE 1/2 beagle puppies
759-1856

400

HOUSEHOLD
SALE
203 Cross St.
Appliances,
windows, doors,
carpet, etc.

753-4013

Ledger a Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916

LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
OAKWOOD
Terrace.6
acres with hardwood trees
30 ft tall and is couple par
five from Oaks C.C.
$ ,000 OBO 759-4712.

3 BR, 1 1/2 bath, brick/vi
nyl siding home 1 ou
building, southwest of Mur
ray, at 1807 Greenbrier
$55,000. Call 435-4492 or
759-9705.
3BR, 1.5 bath, fully remodeled in and out, new siding, windows, Central H/A,
carpet, cabinets, dishwasher, and more. Asking
$72,000.
354-8292.
(Fairdealing Area)
6BR, 2 bath. Large bedrooms, new carpert and linolium, - freshly painted.
Large brick home, double
lot, rented upstairs Apt
near hospital in downtown
industry. $89,500.
519-0424.
BEAUTIFUL newly, decorated Condo. Furnished or
unfurnished occupancy,
near college.
Negotionable. 753-1150.
HOUSE for sale, 1312
Larkspur Dr. Campbell Es-.
tales Subdivision. 3BR, 2
bath 2-car garage. 2,244
sq ft living, city utilities,
abundance of storage,
custom shelving, professionally landscaped, excellent neighborhood. Call
753-9317.
HOUSE for Sale: recently
redecorated, convenient
location, 2 bedroom, 1
bath, stove/ refrigerator included. Call 753-8341

410
PublIc Sale

Henry County Young Farmers & Ranchers

ANNUAL EQUIPMENT AUCTION
January 19th •10 a.m.
Henry County Fair Grounds
Check in

days

Thurs. & Fri. 9-5; Sat. 7-9
For information

Gary Beecham 731-642-3554 or

731-243-4882

BEECHAM
AUCTION SERVICE
Henry. Tennessee
Gary Beecham Lie. 1861 - Gary S. Beecham Lie. 471
Firm Lic 1561

AUCTION -3PROPERTIES
Saturday, January 19, 2002
10:00 a.171. - 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

-11:7•
"
-rfrr
«......

NICE 2BR_ Brick with carport, plus detached garage
on 1 acre lot. Almo area,
no pets. $425 plus deposit.
437-4386.
SOUTH of Hazel, Tennessee. 3br, 2 bath. $375 per
month rent plus deposit,
lease, references.
492-8526.

FOR Sale 1/2 acre, corner
ot in Wildcat Village
$2000. obo. Call 731-8855721.

I

':''.,," •
:-....

4 BEDROOMS - 3 01111S

- BRIth - 10 %Al.
1611 OLIVE

• 1800 sq. It. plus full walkout basement with 5
rooms • Central gas heat • Central electric air • 500'
from MSU • Zoned for multi-family • Lot 75'x ISO'
Please make lead paint inspection prior to auction
date or give up right to past 10 day post inspection.
1 (11 - RI sll/1 \ II \I ( M1111 RI 1 \1 .11 ;ii \

BAILEY ROAD (just off 121

\I.

N. 600')

• 110' x 301•xl10'x308 • Utilities near • No subdivision regulations • Could be multi-family, single
family or commercial • Joins open farmland

• Year round water
• Adjacent to owner - occupied homes

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Accordance With
Federal Fair Housing Law

Thu

(The Fair Housing Amendments Act of 19881
It is Illegal to Discriminate Against Any
Person Because of Race, Color, Religion.
Sex, Handicap, Familial Status, or
National Origin
•1n the sale or rental of
housing or residential lots

•1n the provision of real
estate brokerage servi“.

•In advertising the sale or
rental of housing

•In the appraisal of
housing

•In the financing of
housing

•Blockbusting is also
illegal

Anyone who feels he or she
has been discriminated
aiiin4 ?nay file a complaint
of housing discrimination:
I -800-424-8590 (Toll Free)
1-800-424-8529(TDD)

U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development Assistant
Secretary for Fair
Housing and Equal
Opportunity
Washington, DA". 204111

is
rr
";

itt;.;

r%Sta.'
•

•

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

FR

II 11.1

-Carpets •Furniture
'Emergency, water
removal
•Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU.
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible. forgiving program
'Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

753-5827.

Global Mortgage Link

MOVING

Gerry Put ken • Put Butler • Jac quell,' WaLson
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
THINKING about building
a new home? Why not
consider a new Sunshine
home for about 1/2 the
price? 7/12 or 5/12 roof
pitches available on most
models. Come by and see
for yourself. Arrowhead
Home Sales, Inc.-3124
Hwy
79N-Paris,
TN.
6416900 or toll free 1-877
754 6900
WE Buy Houses.
We take over payments
Any price or Condition
270-534-4500
wvvsv.CPIhomebuyers.com
NEW 2BR, 2 bath, 2 car
garage, in town Lots of
amenities 753-9841
Or
853-2218

Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

SerVIC,B6 Offered

David's Home Improvement
-Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
-Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers.
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

731-247-5422
WIR.Eir...14.114140

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

SUZUKI RM 250 $1,300
OBO, Suzuki RM 80
$1,250. OBO; Suzuki 250
Quad Racer, Manco 2seater go-cart, 5 HP 2001
model used very little
$500. Call 270-49243892

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
DAYS:
/53-5273 753-0133
NIGHTS:
492-8219•753-1833
753-6191

Used Cars
1984 Buick Regal V6, air,
power, new tires $600
489-2189
1997 Toyota 1-100 extra
cab, 4x4 SR5, V6, auto,
loaded, excellent condition, 96,xxx miles. NADA
retail $18,450. Asking
$14,900. OBO. 753-4260.
77 Trans Am. bandit edition with factory build
sheets. Needs restored.
$750 obo.
97 Ford Crown Victoria,
high miles, good car,
$2.400. 759-1070
91 Lincoln Town Car, 1
owner. 753-2041 before
9pm.
96 Cadillac STS. Crimon
red. 93,xxx miles. Very
sharp. $11,500. OBO. For
more info. 270-436-2667.
PRICE Buster's II
New car man in town
Come to where prices are
born
Office 759-0001
Nights 727-0169 705 S
12th Street. Across from
Sirloin Stockade open
Mon -Sat 9-5
PRICED to sell. Sharp
1995 Probe SE. Loaded,
moon roof, spoiler. wheels,
68,xxx miles $3,400. 1997
Neon 4dr, auto, air, 88,xxx
miles $3,600. Also 1991
Dynasty like new 68,xxx
miles, loaded_ $2,800.
Wayne Higgins 376-2146

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.
AFFORDABLE Electric
•Commercial,
•Residential,
•Remodel.
*Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost It pays".
Dave Myers 759-2488.

AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience_
New Construction.
Remodeling• Repairs•
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical,
New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows Vinyl
Casey Electric for all your Siding, Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo.
electrical needs
Commercial & Residential 753-9372, 753-0353.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
License and Insured
ROY HILL.
753-3680
Septic system gravel,
white rock
436-2113
CARPORTS Starting at
Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
$675 installed Roy Hill
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
(270)436-2113
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
HAULING
DEF
Cleaning out garages
3
sheds, carport atics
MNO
and storage
Totally
6
753-2555
Confidential
Luke Lamb
PORS
7
El Call Ruthie or Dennis
FUTRELL'S Tree Service 753-2222
0
removal, stump
Trimming,
24 Hrs, 1-800-992-7334
grinding, firewood. InsurA time to take care of your ed 489-2839
Used Trucks
home Affordable work
J 8D Motors
done to perfection build- For most • of your car
1997 Ford Ranger XLT
ing, remodeling, additions, needs We also rebuild
51,xxx miles. great heat porches, decks, roofing. transmissions too Call for
and air conditioning. step- siding. concrete. fences, Amt. 753-6988
side bed, CD. Excellent furniture design, and resto- 203 S. Cherry Street
condition_ $6.500, call 753- ration Free Estimates
LARRY'S ELECTRIC
753-4380
5502_
License master electrician
1999 Chevrolet
LAWN CARE Residential. commercial
Silverado New body style, COMPLETE
Install and repair
MURRAY
OF
ext cab. LS. MUST SELL
Service work.
Maintenance
-Lawn
Great Truck. First 16,500
New and old construction
Pick-up,
*Leaf
Book over 17,000 759436-5944, Murray.
•Bed mulching
9062. or 559-2959.
Seniors Discount
270-753-6772
2000 Chevy Silverado LS
SUREWAY
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
1/2 ton Ext cab 2WD color
TREE SERVICE
Siding Quality Work. Free
Pewter bed cover 47,xxx
Stump Removal
Estimates. Over 25 Years
miles 1 owner, very nice
Insured with full line of
Experience. Gerald Wal753-7492
equipment
ters. 753-2592.
91 Chevy Silverado pickFree estimates
EXPERIENCED Private
up LWB, good shape
753-5484
Tutor taking new students
753-0728 after 4 p.m
759-9995
99 Dodge Ram 1500
FENCING
i60
Sport All power, Michelin
Midway Fence All types
Free Column
Raidels, 13.xxx miles,
Complete services
$15.500 Ask for Mike
Reasonable prices
FEMALE Manchester Terdays 762-0320. Afternoon
Free Estimate Insured
rier Five years old. Sleek.
753-9785
Dickte Farley 759-1519. black, tan markings. 15Ibs.
GAIN or Dump truck, 14
Shots, spayed House-bro1/2 ft. Midwest bed, twin
ken companion pet. EnerCylinder 1966 GMC, 1
getic. Intelligent. 753miles
owner, 46,xxx
2930
$3.950 Days- 753-7668
Nights- 753-4919

NEED A CAR?

H
H
VI

FREE!

n

::,..

WATERFROVI - *IA\0 VoTS - 1 PAL
PINE BLUFF

All Other Merchandise On Sale) No Reasonable Otter Refused r

713 SOUTH 12TH • MURRAY • 753-7113

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe 8 clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

111111.01a For Sala

Directions: 121 North to Bailey Road. turn right.
property on right.

We Do Business in

WITH FREE PRINTER
Some computers starting at $100 & up

CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

2, 3, AND 4 br Houses
Near down town Murray
753-4109
2, 3, AND 4 br Houses.
Near down town Murray
753-4109.
2BR House C/H/A.appliances furnished. Almo area
$350 month.
2BR Mobile ome, nice.
C/H/A, Central stereo.
$290 month.
1BR, C/H/A, appliances
furnished, in Murray. $300
month. 759-1070.

DELL & GATEWAY COMPUTERS

NOW

753-3853

Yard Sales

2BR, Newly decorated
home. Close to lake, near
hamlin one stop store.4354389.
309 Woodlawn Rent or
Rent with option to buy.
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A. $495. a
month plus security 4742520.
3BR, 1 bath., Clean, central gas heat and air, 1
year lease, no pets $395
month Call 753-9636
3BR, 2 bath on 3/4 of
acres, garage, screened in
porch, large deck $550 a
month 352-208-1932
352-291-1932/
3BR, large dining room,
C/H/A. 753-0076.
3BR. house in town
Stove, refrig., W/D, lease,
no pets. $495/mo M-F 8-5
753-4937
4BR 2 bath house 602
Olive Call Murcal Realty.
753-4444
EAST of Murray, 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br, $295
per/ month plus security
474-2520
FOR Sale or rent. Cutely
remodeled house. 517
South 7th St. Call after
5:00 p.m. 753-2452

11144.

630
Services Offered

For Bale

0%

2 or 3 Bedrooms, One
Bath. 753-2795 or 7598894.

Vernon's Pawn Shop
Used 30 days
Retail $1,700

Size Units
Available

All

ALFALFA hay for sale
436-2181
Houses For Rent

For Sale

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
-For What Its Worth

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

270-759-3003

(270)753-3062• 503 Walnut St. • 1-800-852-9736

Moblie Homes For Sale

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ -Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

NICE 1 BR, 1 bath. C/H/A,
wid hook-up, 1 1/2 blocks
from MSU
$285 per
month and dep, ref required. 759-3050 OBH
753-3949 Daytime_
NICE 2br duplex
1815 Ridgewood
753-7457
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br. apts
Section 8 housing.
753-8221
EHO

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

Computers

LARGE 2br Apt near University, deposit required
No pets $3501 mo 4354050 leave message

Flail WM*

Directions: 121 South to 444 - turn left, go to end
of road to lake, turn left, property on right.
All properties brokeilowned

Qntuvo•

.

Loretta Jobs Realtors
301 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

Auctioneer: Dan Miller

ELEMENTARY
TUTORING

By agreement of parties

A affordable hauling, Junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141

www.murrayledgetcom

•A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling, tree work.
cleaning out sheds, gutter.
iunk clean-up 436-2867

Certified Teacher
$18/hr.
Calloway County
Library
Monday-Thursday
4-8 p.m.
Call

270-924-9609

Wanted
WANT to buy or rent in
city, or county. 1.500 sq to
2,500 sq feet of warehousd or shop space, preferably with garage type
doors 753-9094.
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Your Fall Horne improvement Hearlqesariters
7r-

'David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing Metal
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone 1270) 759-4734

Mar
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

La mb Brother+
Moving Co.

z
42-L, amb Brothers
)Tree Service
Wiggins Furniture .tir
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

1-800-821-6907

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

UCENSEDIMIRIT

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

Free Estimates

71,-ee Trimming

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Removal

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Whero Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

To Advertise Your Business Call Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $5004 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
if 7„of

trak te Remender...
sDay

91a

Put Your Special Valentine's Day Picture & Message
Or Love Line In The Paper Feb. 14, 2002.
er

PICTURE
•

•

David,
You're the love of
my life.
Happy Valentine's
Day!

(no more than two per picTure

and no more than 12 words)

LOVELINE

$6.00

EACH

(no more than 20 words)

•

Love
Mommy

ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

ar

Love Always!
Tammy

For the return of picture you must send
•
a self-addressed stamped envelope.

Daddy

•

•

$91100 EACH

FraPPY
. Valentine's
•
Day
•
Madison
•

•

•

Deadline for receipt ofPhotos & Love Lines is Noon, Wed., Feb. 6th.

Ij
I

BUILDINGS
*STEEL BUILDINGS
SALE: 5,000+ sizes
40x60x14, $10,007,
50x75x14, $13,082;
50x100x16, $17,726.
60x100x16. $19,653. Ministorage buildings, 40x160,
32 units, $16,914 Free
brochures www sentinelbuildings corn Sentinel
Buildings, 800-327-0790.
Extension 79

Speciali:ing in Roof Repairs
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs
_._._._._
._._._._._._._._._._._
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'

Order before 11 cs.m. &
pick up same day.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick "All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

We now manufacture. Buy direct

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

Statewide
Classifieds

0

EDGER&IIMES

Attn: Classified Advertising Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1916

*OVER 1000 OPENINGS
NATIONWIDE
Fas"Fas-Start"
Break's
Programs offer unique and
exciting opportunities for
great success in your own
windshield
repair
or
replacement
business
"Part-time or Full-timer
Shannon Smith 1-888-3272732 Kerry Soat 1-800777-5169 Are you our next
success story?

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

.WANTED -EXPERI- •DRIVEHS-THAC TOR
ENCED
WEB-PRESS TRAILER 'Starting Pay
OPCRATOR to run 3 day Scale 291o,.31 CPM "PaKI
week press operators-in Orientation 'Full Benefits
New Model Conventional
Eastern '
progressive
Kentucky community Bet Tractors 'Quality Home
the boss of a brand-new 12 Time •Regional & OTR
unit press Work in brand Drivers Needed 'Must
CDL
new building Benefits & Have Class A
Pay Good! Experience and w/HazMat NO STUDENTS
Leadership a must Please PLEASE. Call ARCTIC
send resume to Press EXPRESS 800-927-0431
Operator, PO Box 802 www.arcticexpress.com,
P.O. Box 129, Hilliard, OH
Pikeville, KY 41502
43026.

MISCELLANEOUS
•INVENTORS•Product
Ideas Wanted! Have your
product developed by our
research and development
firm and professionally presented to manufacturers.
Patent
Assistance
Available. Free information: 1-800-677-6382.
*SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING
WEIGHT.
100%
Natural,
Dr.
Recommended! Call 800311-2894 www.mmfh.com

*GET TRAINED, GET
HIRED, GET PAID-Get
Your Class A CDL And A
Great Job Making $34K +
Benefits 1st Yr No Money
Out Of Pocket, While
Training,
Tuition
Reimbursement Available.
No Employment Contracts.
800-219-7593
*PAID CDL TRAINING get
paid while training for
placement with
major
trucking company. Earn big
money! Commonwealth
Truck Driving School. Call
toll free: 877-970-4043.

REAL ESTATE/REAL
FRANCHISES
•NEW
*AVON Want an office with
ESTATE FOR SALE
AVAILABLE. Investment
required Dollar Stores. •NEW LOG CABIN on 3 all the comforts of home?
MollyMaids,
Fantastic acres with free boat slip & Work at home! Avon repreSams, Computer Doctor, private
access sentative work when and
lake
Coffee Shops. Payless Car Tennessee
mountains. where they choose. Let's
Rental, Fast Food. 100's Near 18 hole golf course. talk. 888-942-4053.
More Available in all mar- $69,900. Terms Call 1-800- 'DRIVER
SWIFT
kets. CALL TOLL FREE 1- 704-3154 x 237.
TRANSPORTATION is hir877-792-2801
ing experienced and inexRESORTS RENTALS
perienced drivers and 0/0.
•"GET MARRIED".. Smoky CDL Training
is available.
Mountains Areas Most We offer
COMPUTERS
great pay, beneChapels, fits,
Beautiful
tuition reimbursement.
*NEED A COMPUTER Ordained
Ministers,
800-231-5209 ask for Kyra
BUT NO CASH? You're
Arrangements
Complete
,
approved! Financing guar- Honeymoon/Family (eoe-rn/f)
anteed! No cash needed
TRAINEES
Breathtaking *DRIVER
Cabins,
today! Bad credit okay! No
at
Swift
Fireplaces. NEEDED
Views.
credit check-no credit turnWedding Arrangements 1- Transportation! Drivers can
downs! (800) 947-7988.
800-893-7274, Vacation earn $600-$800/week! No
www.pc-credit.com
Lodging 1-800-634-5814 experience needed! 15 day
CDL training at MTC Driver
smokyweddings.com
Training! Tuition reimFOR SALE
bursement!
1-800-455•BUY FACTORY DIRECT
TRUCK DRIVERS
4682.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
HELP WANTED
*DRIVER
TRAINEES
Payments
From
*ATTENTION DRIVERS- NEEDED-Earn
While You
$25/month FREE Color
NO EXPERIENCE NEC- Learn-W
erner and other
Catalog.
ESSARY!
TMC carriers are hiring. 15-Day
Call Today
Transportation needs driv- Training. Weekly
home
1-800-842-1310
ers. $650 guaranteed time
available $650-$900
www np.eistan.com
weekly. Potential to earn weekly, plus
benefits. Call
$900 per week or more 1-800-309-0592.
*COMPLETE SATELLITE and still get home on
SYST-E-14 with 2 receiver& .weekends!!! For CDL train- 'DRIVER -COVENANT
TRANSPORT No offering
installed
for
less ing call 1-800-206-7364.
Per
Diem
Pay
for
than$50.00. Call 502-254•$$$CAREER
TRAIN- Experienced Teams, Solos
0768 or 1-866-398-3474.
INGSSS•15 Day CDL and
Trainers.
0/0Training 'Companies HIR- Solos/Teams 835 Plus
ING TODAY!!! 'Earn up to Fuel surcharge. Call 1HELP WANTED
$800 per Week 'Tuition 888-MORE-PAY (1-888*GROWING COMPANY Reimbursemen
t 'Benefits 667-3729)
LOOKING FOR MEDICAL Available 'Get
$$ While
*DRIVERS: Experienced
PROFESSIONALS with Training! 1-800-883-017
1. only!
Owner Operators
venipuncture experie-nce to www.cclIweb.c
om
Flatbed Division. 100%
do mobile insurance physiOwner Operator. No Force
cals. Control your schedule.
Good
part-time •DRIVER-We Keep You Dispatch. Earn 98c-$1.08
income. Call APPS 502- Rollin! Start up to 35c/mile Per Mile. Paid Twice
339-7600 FAX 502-339- Loaded/Empty, Excellent Weekly. Trailers Available.
Benefits. Direct Deposit, 1-888-239-5527 Ask for
1383.
Tarp
Pay,
Assigned Jenny.
Conventional drive home. *DRIVERS,
over the road,
•NOW
MORE
THAN 800-441-4271 ext.-ET135
35 States. Flat with sides,
EVER.. We
need
late model conventionals.
International understand- •DRIVERS...Experience
the power of pride at USA 3 years experience. $2,000
ing! Government moniTruck. Top pay up to Sign On Bonus. Start .34ctored International Student
43c/mile. Inexperienced? .38c mile+ benefits. Call
Exchange Organization
Tuition
reimbursement (800) 444-6648.
seeking individuals familiar
avail. 0/0's welcome. 800- *DRIVERS:
Owner
with local communities237-4642.
Operators & Drivers for
schools. Place and super0/0. Class A CDL with
vise High School foreign
*DRIVERS: Solos up to Hazmat,
small fleets welstudents. Part-time, sup- .34c,
Teams up to .48c, comed,
53' vans & 48'
plemental income, bonus,
Contractors .81c all miles. flatbeds.
Mileage paytravel opportunities 1-800- Lease
options avail. (Zero loaded &
empty. L&N
295-6481
e-mail: down.) Holiday
orientation Transportation.
Inc.,
faene@iseusa.com
pay. Burlington
Motor Louisville. KY 1-800-632Carriers 1-800-583-8809.
4332.

Financial aid sessions offered Horoscopes

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Students
and parents can get free help filling
out the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA), the form re(wired for most state and federal
student financial aid programs, at
College Goal Sunday.
The event will be held Feb. 10,
at 17 sites in 15 cities across Kentucky. People planning to attend
should arrive by 2 p.m. local time.
All sessions will end at 4 p.m.
College Goal Sunday is spon-

sored by the Kentucky Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators in cooperation with the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority (KHEAA). KHEAA is
the state agency that administers
grant, scholarship, work-study, savings, and Federal Family Education
Loan Programs (FFELP) to help
students pay for college or technical
training.
Families attending College Goal
Sunday need to bring their corn-

BUY A
SAIIIIIMIT TV

pleted 2001 IRS 1040 tax return and
any other 2001 income and benefits
information. If families have not yet
completed their taxes, they should
bring all the information needed for
filling out their tax forms.
Financial aid professionals will
help them use that information to
complete the FAFSA. They will not
help families fill out tax forms.
For more information about College Goal Sunday, call toll free at 1888-4-KASFAA (1-888-452-7322).

Watch over
150 channels
for 3 months!

SYSTEM,OM A
ZNID RECEIVER

mon

Beasley
Antenna
Satellite
500 N 4th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270) 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Fi
1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Confusion surrounds a message. Do not
***** Move quickly to make what stand
on ceremony with a loved one. You
you desire a reality today. Clear your discover
2002:
what a sensitive and accepting
Life presents many changes this year. desk and complete work with your cus- person you're relating to. Use care with
You might move, remodel your home or tomary efficiency. Later, you could find others in the next few weeks. Tonight:
even purchase a second home. Domestic anger brewing and misunderstandings Out and about.
disruption occurs in some form, but it rampant. Note when anger builds within SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
doesn't necessarily need to be bad. you in the next few weeks. Tonight: Take **** Carefully listen to someone
Check out heating and electrical systems. time just for yourself.
who spouts ideas. Loosen up, and enjoy
especially if buying a new property. You GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
those in your life. Think about planning a
spend to increase the quality of your life, ***** Keep focused on work, reunion with friends. A former friend or
making your days more fulfilling. You remembering you would like to spring lover pops into your life. Be gentle with
also gain through a natural talent. If sin- out the door, fancy-free for the weekend. a family member. This person really is
gle, you will meet people easily, but you Don't reject a last-minute suggestion or sensitive. Tonight: Get some exercise.
might not let them in easily. Don't push invitation. Focus surrounds groups. comaway a possible suitor who could be mitments and meetings. Be especially SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You're coming from a secure
close to perfect for you! If attached, talk thoughtful to someone at a distance.
point, where you might want to try someabout what you both want from your Tonight: Follow your friends.
thing very different. Others become
relationship. Create just that. ARIES can CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your sense of what needs to be highly reactive today and for the next
be an anchor or an albatross.
few weeks. Oddly enough, you have a
done could be altered by new informa- bee in your bonnet, and you will be diffiThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll tion coming from someone who is in
cult to stop. Tonight: Playtime.
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; charge. You cannot push someone so CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
3-Average: 2-So-so, I-Difficult
hard. you will see his or her dissatisfac- *** Make calls. You might not be as
tion. Carefully choose your words in the comfortable as you would like to be with
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
next few weeks. Misunderstandings hap- a family member or roommate. Be gentle
**** Mars, your ruler, enters Aries.
pen out of the blue. Tonight: Let some- when expressing your dissatisfaction.
You could become a force to be dealt one
lure you.
Success will come with persistence.
with. You might even need to harness LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Going to battle might make you feel
your energy, or else you could say or do ***** Keep
smiling. Surprises sur- good but won't offer the same results.
something that causes a misunderstand- round your path.
If not today, then in the Tonight: March on home.
ing. Clear out work. Your destiny is out- near future, a blast from your
past could
side of work. Tonight: Do have a good appear. Return calls, even if message AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
a
**** You understand exactly what
time!
sounds strange! A co-worker might dis- you need to. Remember the old adage
cuss certain matters that make you most about sugar working better than vinegar.
uncomfortable. Tonight: Take off. Try Approach someone as positively as posexotic.
sible. In fact, in the next few weeks, you
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
seem to find the right words for the occa**** You could feel like there is sion. Tonight: Socialize with your
something askew. Your ruler goes retro- friends.
grade today, draining you of energy. PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
Someone will chip in for you, if you ask. ***** Use your energy to clear your
By all means, don't stand on ceremony. desk. Handle interpersonal matters as
Others are only too happy to pitch in. soon as you can. You will find that others
Think before you leap! Tonight: Let could become out of sorts in the next few
LiURRAY AND
someone cook up the ideas.
''OUNTY INC.
weeks You will tend to take comments
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
personally as well. Be careful as to prom**** Use available energy to dot the ises you make Tonight. Treat someone
l's and cross the T's in a project. to dinner.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Jan. 18,

CALL

Fot a landed tone when you buy a new DISH Natwort sate/hie TV system valued
at S193 of haper you a
qet a second DISH NfrAvorlf ',come FREE, And now ri 3 mortals' of any
quakftong prograf
,
nung
package and local channels Iraasere raniatiael FREE when yOu coMmO to 12 consecutow
months
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CRIMIEW
SIDIVERS
(270) 753-9500
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My granddaughter faints when she receives injections
or has blood drawn A CT scan and
brain,wavetett were normal. What's
wrong?
DEAR READER: Even though
being stuck with a needle is only
minor trauma, many people - especially children - may become lightheaded or even faint during the procedure. This occurs because the blood
pressure drops as a consequence of
the anticipation, plus the slight discomfort. Most people eventually outgrow this. Until they do, the patient
should lie flat when given inoculations
or blood tests.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed with venous insufficiency in my
legs. What is this?
DEAR READER: I'm a little disappointed that your doctor didn't explain
this to you. As I've written before,
patients' primary care physicians are
clearly the best resource for specific
information about health issues. You
should check with your doctor about
your particular case.
Having said that, I'll give you a general answer. Veins transport blood
from the tissues to the heart, where it
is re-oxygenated and then pumped
through the arteries back to the tissues.
Venous return from most parts of
the body is usually not a problem.
However, in the legs, because of the
significant distance from the heart,
the blood flow may be slowed. This
can lead to the trapping of stale blood
in the lower extremities, with resulting ballooning out of the veins, which
may be visible (but not always) as
varicose veins. Tiny valves in the
veins weaken and stretch as the blood

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE
Alm°.KY • 753-1934
"Serving The Best BBQ. Ribs,
Pork & Chicken......
HOURS: Mon & Tues 10a m -6 p m

Wed - Fn 10 a m.-8.30 p m •Closed Sat & Sun
Special orders for pick-up by
appointment on weekends.

Call for Friday Night Special

vessels dilate, resulting in even more
venous pooling. This is known medically as venous insufficiency.
In its initial stages, the affliction
produces no particular symptoms
except, perhaps, for minor leg
swelling and a feeling of slight pressure in the calves. However, as the
condition worsens, tissues cannot
receive adequate nutrition and oxygen and clots may form in the veins;
often the legs are marked by swollen,
tortuous veins. The skin over the
involved areas tends to darken and
dry; superficial ulcers may form. The
legs may noticeably swell.
Initial therapy for venous insufficiency includes elastic support stockings, elevation of the legs when possible (thereby using gravity to drain the
veins) and avoidance of prolonged
standing or sitting.
More pronounced cases of venous
insufficiency may require surgery to
remove or shrivel the main offenders,
allowing the blood return to proceed
through alternative venous routes.
Medicine (to rid the body of excess
fluid) will usually reduce swelling.
Skin ulcerations may need aggressive
topical treatment. Should blood clots
form in the deep venous system (as
diagnosed by ultrasound examinations), anticoagulant medication may
have to be used.
Iii summary, venous insufficiency in
the legs is caused by blood that pools
in dilated, malfunctioning veins. This
can lead to tissue damage. Most cases
can be treated conservatively with
compression and elevation. In selected instances surgery may be indicated to remove abnormal veins.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach to
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send ;2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title:
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn.
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DEAR ABBY: The holiday
season is finally over — and a lot of
people are breathing a collective
sigh of relief The pressure of trying
to maintain a greeting-card kind of
family facade ie overwheimkng for
families already experiencing problems. Parents aren't going to stop
fighting because it's suddenly the
time for peace and love. And
Johnny isn't going to stop acting
out, no matter how much everyone
wishes differently.
Family dynamics is the reason
cited by nearly 43 percent of kids
who have run away — or are thinking about running away from home.
Parents should be especially
alert to changes in their child's
behavior, including increased
stress, withdrawal or overwhelming
unhappiness. These are warning
signs of a child in crisis, one who
may run away to avoid stressful situations. Open communication with
children is vital to keep them from
turning elsewhere. Taking the time
to listen now may prevent a serious
problem later.
The National Runaway Switchboard is the federally designated
communication system for homeless, runaway and at-risk youth. It
is confidential, volunteer-based and
not-for-profit.
Please, Abby, encourage young
people who are considering running
away, and those who already have,
as well as parents with children in
crisis to call our hotline, (800) 6214000; before an act of desperation is
committed.
CATHLEEN CAROLAN,
NATIONAL RUNAWAY
SWITCHBOARD
DEAR CATHLEEN: Thank
you for a timely and important
letter. The streets of major
cities are often the only "home"
young runaways are able to
find. Once on the streets, they
are at risk for physical violence,
disease and exploitation. They
become victims of crime or even
resort to crime themselves in
order to survive.
Since 1911, the National Runt
away Switchboard has been a
valuable tool for runaway
youth, teens in crisis and
concerned friends and family
members. It provides confidential crisis intervention and
referral services on a 24-hour
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CATHY
I GOT UP TO THE "P's"
BEFORE I NOTICED I WASN'T
PUITING NAMES IN THE
RIGHT FORMAT FOR
MAKING ADDRESS LABELS!

I TWED
EVER`-f NAME
AND ADDRESS UP TO THE
"K's", AND THEN REALIZED
I WANTED IT ALL TO BE
IN UPPERCASE!

I SPENT 31, HOURS
ENTERING DATA AND
THEN DECIDED I'D BOUGHT
THE WRONG MODEL!!

GOOD84E, MID-LIFE CRISIS.
HELLO, MID-9I5TE01 CRISIS.

I NEED TO START
ALL OVER !
I WANT ALL THE
TH'n€ I WASTED BACK

LOOKING BAC*.

hotline. It also offers message
relay between runaways and
parents or legal guardians, education and outreach services,
and administers the Home Free
program in partnership with
Greyhound Lines Inc. (All services are free.)
The National Runaway
Switchboard publishes the
Parent Information Guide,
which helps parents identify
signs that their child may be
contemplating running away
from home, what to do if a child
runs away, and how to deal
with the child's return. The
guide is also free to anyone who
contacts the hotline.
*4*
DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I
are planning our wedding and
reception. Is it proper to invite
guests to the reception only? We'd
much prefer to keep the ceremony
simple and private with only immediate family.
BRIDE-TO-BE
DEAR BRIDE-TO-BE: According to "Emily Post's Complete Book of Wedding Etiquette," it's proper to invite
guests to the reception only.
This is often done in second
marriages. In such cases, a
verbal invitation is given for
the wedding ceremony, while
all guests receive a formal invitation to the reception.
***

Pauline Phillips and her daughter
Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 89440,
Los Angeles, CA 90089.
*4*

A Matter of Good Technique
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
4KJ4
A J 98
•K J 6 3
'+65
WEST
EAST
+10652
#AQ97
V 62
V 53
- 4_14 1118--21
44:7fQ 98 4 2
*KJ10
•
SOUTH
+83
V K Q 1074
•A 5 2
+A 73
The bidding.
South
North East
West
1V
Pass
3 IP
Pass
4
Opening lead — four of clubs.
Let's say you're declarer at
four hearts and West leads a club.
The first thing you do is to count
your losers, and if you assume the
worst, you see that you might lose
two spades, a diamond and a club.
The next thing you do is to try
to find a way to make the contract
even if East has the A-Q of spades
sitting over dummy's K-J and also
has something like four diamonds
to the Q-10 sitting over dummy's
K-J-6-3.

There is no way-to guarantee
the contract 100' percent, but you
can come close to that figure by
planning your play carefully. The
best approach is to let East's king
hold the opening club lead, take
the club return with the ace and
ruff a club in dummy.
You then play the A-K oftrumps,
and when the trumps turn out to be
divided 2-2, malting the'contract
suddenly becomes a certainty. You
no longer have to worry about the
location of the A-Q of spades or
queen of diamonds, or how the
diamonds are divided.
Accordingly, you lead a spade
from your hand at trick six and play
the jack from dummy. As it happens, East wins with the queen,
but this is not a matter of great
concern because he will have to
hand you your tenth trick whether
(1) he returns a spade and makes
dummy's king a trick, or (2) he
returns a diamond into dumns
K-J, giving you a free diamond
finesse,or(3)he returns a club — if
he has one — and hands you a ruffand-discard.
Note that you must lead a
spade toward dummy at trick six,
not a diamond. If you were to try a
diamond finesse instead,you would
go down one after East won and
returned a diamond.

Tomorrow: Test your play.
02002 King Features Syndwate Inc

CROSSWORDS

36 Groves
38 Flying saucer
39 Chimney's
place
41 Bribes
43 Poe's first
name
45 San — Padres
48 Put out a fire
50 Central Park
sight
51 Tommie of the
diamond
52 St or ave.
54 Float
downnver
55 Predicament
56 Root
vegetable
57 Rotate
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Belle —
9 Music makers
10 Intuit
11 Actress
Harper
16 Jacob's twin
18 Sigh loudly
10 11
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One year ago: Faced with an
electricity crisis. California used
rolling blackouts to cut off power
to hundreds of thousands of people.
Gov. Gray Davis signed an emergency order authorizing the state to
buy power.

MI ill

31

OW CLIENT HOW CAN I 5TOPY
15 ON THE
LAIO ROO IF
PHONE ARE W CLIENT KEEPS
DOTNERIN6 ME'
YOU IN?

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 17, the
17th day of 2002. There are 348
_days left in tfk_Year. _
Today's Highlight in 1-tiito Y.Twenty-five years ago, on Jan.
17, 1977, convicted murderer Gary
Gilmore, 36, was shot by a firing
squad at Utah State Prison in the
first U.S. execution in a decade.
On this date:
In 1706, Benjamin Franklin was
born in Boston.
In 1893, the 19th president of
the United States, Rutherford B.
Hayes, died in Fremont, Ohio, at
age 70.
In 1893, Hawaii's monarchy
was overthrown as a group of businessmen and sugar planters forced
Queen Liliiiokalani to abdicate.
In 1945, Soviet and Polish
forces liberated Warsaw during
World War II.
In 1945, Swedish diplomat
Raoul Wallenberg, credited with
saving tens of thousands of Jews,
disappeared in Hungary while in
Soviet custody.
In 1946, the U.N. Security
Council held its first meeting.
In 1961, in his farewell address,
President Eisenhower warned
against the rise of "the military-industrial complex."
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Ten years ago
Highway. The low for the past two
A building permit summary for days was minus two degrees, acthe city of Murray shows permits cording to John Ed Scott, local govwere issued for more than $6 mil- ernment weather observer. The
lion in new construction from Jan. 1 photo was by Staff Photographer
to Dec. 31, 1991.
.David Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. James Stallons will
The home of the 1.D Dunn Fambe married 50 years Jan. 24.
ily on Johnny Robertson Road was
Births reported include a boy to" heavily dama 'by fire on Jan. 16.
Selena and Paul Ward, Jan. 11; a
Mr. and rs. Terry H. Lawrence
girl to Patricia and David Holland, will be m
ed 50 years Jan. 22.
Jan. 12; a girl to Mary and Eric
Forty ears ago
Holder, Jan. 13.
Capt. Prentice H. Farris has been
Calloway County High School assigned to Carswell Air Force
Lady Lakers won over Tilghman in Base, Texas, after graduation of an
a basketball game. High team scor- advanced interceptor aircraft course
ers were Melissa Shelton for Callo- at Pen-in AFB, Texas.
way and Stephanie Smith for TilghRecent births reported at Murray
man.
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Jerry Graham and a boy to Mr.
Joseph Kursave, son of Mr. and
and Mrs. Donald Cook.
Mrs. Randall Kursave of Murray,
Mrs. W.A. Ladd preser ,ed a leshas been assigned to a seven
son on "A Plan for Spending. Savmonths tour of duty with U.S. Navy
ing and Sharing" at a meeting of the
Seabees at Puerto Rico.
Pottertown
Homemakers Club at
Dr. Ray Mofield, professor of
the
home
of
Mrs.
R.L. Cooper.
journalism and radio-television at
Fifty years ago
Murray State University, was
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor of First
awarded the Paul Harris Fellow at a
Baptist
Church, Murray, was the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Murray High Tigers and Lady featured speaker at chapel services
Tigers won over Calloway County of fifth annual Kentucky Baptist
Lakers and Lady Lakers in basket- Evangelistic Conference at Walnut
ball games. High team scorers were Street Baptist Church, Louisville,
David McMillen and Monica Jan. 16.
In a published statement of Bank
Greene for Murray, and Keith
Lovett and Rachel Lamb for Callo- of Murray at the close of business
on Dec. 31, 1951, assets were listed
way.
as $7,374,500.34.
Thirty years ago
Mrs. Edwin Thurmond presented
Below zero temperatures over
the last few days left many creeks in a lesson on "Basketry" at a meeting
Calloway County frozen solid. of the East Side Homemakers Club
Clarks River is picturedfrozen be- held at the home of Mrs, _.George
low the bridge on New Concord Wilson.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

1 Harsh cries
5 Skiff mover
8 Downy
12 "— Called
Horse"
(2 wds.)
13 Cinemax rival
14 Maple or oak
15 Whodunit
musts
17 Photos
19 Loses traction
20 Paperless
exams
21 Half-moon
tide
23 Dobbin's
home, maybe
24 Panhandle
26 Citified
28 Show distress
31 Via
32 Fix a squeak
33 Neighbor of
Sp.
34 "Golden Girl"
Arthur
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IRS to check 50,000 tax
returns at random for audits

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

ROTARY CLUB OF THE YEAR ... Murray Rotary Club was honored as Rotary Club of the Year
for 2001 during la t week's meeting. Presenting the award was District Gov. Jo Duke (left).
Accepting were(I- Jim Tate, past-president for 2000-01, Vernon Gantt, assistant district goit
---ernocandLeIgh Pèrry,secrgtary.

Reward offered
for info on
Owens Chapel
burglary
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Crimestoppers of Murray and
Calloway County is offering a
S/00 reward for information lead_ ing to the arrest and conviction of
the person or persons responsible
for the burglary of Owens Chapel
Church, 6504 Airport Road, in
Kirksey.
According to Calloway County
Sheriff's Office Det. Samantha
Burke, the burglary took place on
the weekend of Dec. 21. Items
taken included an electronic voice
mixer, a double cassette deck, a
microphone and an amplifier.
Anyone with information concerning the burglary should contact the sheriff's office at 7533151 or the Crirnestoppers line at
753-9500.

• Choir

WASHINGTON
Congressman
Ed
Whitfield
announced this week that he will
host a forum to _discuss the w_ar_on
terrorism
with
General
Jack
Keane, Vice Chief
of Staff for the
Army and Major
'General Richard
A.
Cody,.
Commanding
-61.nerat of the
-Airborne--101-st
Whitffeld
Division
(Air
Assault) and Fort Campbell on Jan.
28 in HOpkinsville.

-The men and women stationed
at Fort Campbell have been on the
front lines of the war since
September 1 1 th," Whitfield said. "I
am proud to help bring General
Keane to the First District to keep
our citizens-informed about the military's presence in Afghanistan and
other bases of operation overseas. In
addition, Major General Cody will
discuss the role of troops from Fort
Campbell and other expected
deployments-c"
--- Keane has. commanded at every
level in the Army', including the
101st and Fort Campbell. In his
position as Vice Chief of Staff,
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proud of this significant
achievement."
The Concert Choii is selected
each fall by audition. Its members
include majors from all of the aca_ demic colleges on campus. The
choir has completed three European
tours.
CD recordings- are available in
the Department of Music of performances from the tours. Almquist
is in his 10th year as MSU director
of choral activities.
Singers at Murray State
University have the opportunity to
sing in the Concert Choir and the
Chamber Singers conducted by
Almquist. Dr. Pamela Wurgler conducts the University Chorale.
Many of the students receive private voice instruction from the
MSU Voice Faculty — Dr. Randall
Black. Professor Kay Bates,
Professor Kathy Linger and
Professor
Norman
Wurgler.
Wurgler also directs the Opera
Workshop/Music Theater productions.
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General Keane is the No. 2 man in
charge of all Army operations
including deployment, recruiting.
equipment and training.
Cody is a graduate of West Point.
He has served as the Commanding
General at Fort Campbell since June
of 2000.
The forum will take place Jan. 28
from 11:30 á.m.% 1:00 p.m. at the
War Memorial Building on 1202 S.
Virginia
St.
in
downtown
Hopkinsville.
The event is free and open to the
public.
All interested parties are encouraged to attend.

T

From Front

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 30000 Since early surrender
charges apply please call for details

-

selected taxpayer — in 1988, it was from the IRS:-The study is intended
54,000 — to undergo a rigid, time- to reflect the taxpaying population
consuming, tine-by-line audit of the as a whole, with a more detailed
tax return, even dottin to bringing look at taxpayers earning above
birth certificates to prove the identi-_ 4100,000 a year compared with preties of their children. A taxpayer's vious years.
accountant or lawyer wasn't allowed
The audits are expected to begin
to participate.
in the fall on individual returns from
This time, officials promise it the 2001 tax year, for which returns
will be different. Rossotti said about are due April 15. Rossotti said the
2,000 taxpayers will face line-by- program will not increase the overline examinations that will be less all number of IRS audits and will
detailed than in the past.
not require an increase in the
The biggest group, about 30,000 agency's budget.
taxpayers, will undergo a more limTaxpayers audited under the projited in-person audit, but those will ect will be told why they were chobe less intrusive than in the past and sen.
can be attended by a professional tax
In 2000, the IRS conducted
preparer.
618,000 audits of individual returns,
An additional 9,000 taxpayers representing less than one-half of 1
can,expect a correspondence audit percent of the total tax returns filed
through the mail, with the remaining and less than half the number of the
8,000 likely to have no contact at all year before.

Whitfield holding terrorism forum

•••

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

WASHINGTON (AP) — A fresh
reminder to save those receipts: The
IRS wants to do a special random"
check of about 50,000 tax returns
filed this year in an effort to improve
targeting of taxpayers for audits in
the future. •
Unlike
past efforts, IRS
Commissioner Charles Rossotti said
Wednesday that fewer of those _
selected for the information-gathering project will be subjected to
intense, face-to-face questioning
that drew broad criticism.
"The program should be no more
burdensome than it needs to be and
be fair to everybody," Rossotti told
reportes.
The information, a snapshot of
the taxpaying public, could help the
Internal Revenue Service reduce by
15,000 a year the number of audits
that turn out to be unnecessary.
Almost a quarter of audits done now
result in no change.
"We don't want to audit somebody who doesn't need to be audited," Rossotti said.
The project, officially called the
National Research Program, was
last done in 1988. When IRS officials tried a repeat in 1994, it was
withdrawn in a hail of criticism froth
Congress and elsewhere as far too
heavy-handed.
Those past efforts required each
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ouples seeking to say their
"1 do's" in one of the many
local churches should be
prepared for some premarital
counseling before their day of
matrimony arrives.
According to Dr. Wendell Ray,
pastor at First Baptist Church
here, couples who are preparing
to marry in the Baptist church are
required to undergo a four-week
premarital counseling program.
"Counseling is a requirement
for any couple being married in a
(Baptist) church by a priest," Ray
said. Ray said his church uses the
PREPARE/ENRICH
Couple
Program to help analyze where a
-couple stands in their relationship before marriage takes place.
According to Ray Goetz, priest at
St. Leo Catholic Church here,
PREPARE is a program that is
also used by Catholic churches.
According to Ray and Goetz,
PREPARE is a national program
for premarital and married couples who want to get their marriage off to a good start or enrich
their marriage.
In addition to the PREPARE
program, Goetz said his church
also has a weekend retreat called

C
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Engaged Encounter that is available to help couples ready themselves and evaluate their relationship before marriage.
According to Goetz, Engaged
Encounter introdwes couples to
a communication technique they
can use effectively to foster a
deeper knowledge of each other.
"During the retreat couples are
challenged to explore their relationship in a much deeper, more
honest way than they have been
before," Goetz said.
While Baptist and Catholic
churches use PREPARE as their
main form of counseling to help
couples prepare for marriage,
Larry Daniel, pastor at First
United Methodist Church here,
said once a couple contacts him
seeking to get married, a counseling appointment it set.
Daniel said if he doesn't see
any warning signs or red flags
during the initial confrontation, a
wedding date is then set and the
couple is one step closer to stepping into the church to say, 'I
do.
According to all three local pastors, either the bride or the groom
should be of the same religion as

Many churches require premarital counseling
that particular church

the church's denomination they
are wishing to get married in.
For couples wishing to marry
inside a church in which they are
not a member, preparation before
marriage is somewhat different
and most churches require no
counseling since the couple is

mainly seeking use of the church
only.
Daniel, Goetz and Ray all stated that each particular situation is
different for non-member couples
seeking marriage in the church,

From traditional elegance
to festive and fun...
our bridal department includes
the latest ck. best designs in fine china,
cnstal, silver, cookware and linens
in a wide range of prices.
•Waterford Crystal
•I ,enox
•Gorham
'All-Clad Cookware
•Dansk

•Wedgwood
•Present Tense
*Gail Pittman
•Fiesta Ware
•Sferra Bros. Fine Linens

Murray's Only Full Service Bridal Registry

111 S. 4th St.• Murray, KY
(270) 759-2100 ,
Hours: Monday-Friday 10-5, Saturday 10-2
Where each bride is special
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Casual weddings allow or looser rules
s wedding ceremonies
branch away from the
traditional church setting
-which many little girls often
dreamed of - they are becoming
less formal, frequently straying
away from the very elegant and
often very expensive traditional
white wedding dress accompanied by the traditional black and
white tuxedo.
"In this day and time, there's
no set rules for anything," Janet
Wallis, of DK Kelly, said.
No set rules for weddings
means there are many choices
for brides and grooms-to-be,
whether it be their first marriage
or one of many marriages.
Wallis' said when planning a
wedding ceremony, the appropriate clothing to wear typically
depends on the couple getting
married and how casual they
wish their ceremony to be.
"Although
I
personally
wouldn't recommend it, there
are some weddings where jeans
would be appropriate ... (wedding) options are almost limitless," Gaye Haverstock, coowner of The Place, said.
Depending on the colors of the

A

bridesmaids' dresses, Wallis said
there are some outfits that could
be worn all year round, no matter what the season.
Some of the more popular
casual wedding outfits offered
by DK Kelly consist of a long
skirt accompanied by a sleeveless shirt and a mesh jacket,
which Wallis said could be considered casual to formal wear.
The sleeveless shirt and the
mesh jacket make the outfit
appropriate enough to wear during the summer and because
most winter weddings taking
place indoors, the outfit could
also be appropriate for colder
months.
According to Wallis, some of
the more popular colors for the
outfits are periwinkle, champagne and peach giving them a
more spring-like appearance but
could also be used in the winter.
From dress slacks to pant suits
to skirts, there are many additional styles of clothing offered
at DK Kelly besides the threepiece outfit, which would be
appropriate for any casual wedding.
"A lot to be said for a black

and white wedding party in
which the bridesmaids wear a
plain black dress with a string of
pearls," Wallis said in regards to
casual wedding ceremonies.
Although what a bride
decides to wear to her wedding
depends on her personal preferences, Haverstock said for casual ceremonies, softer pastel colors are favored in the spring
while jewel tones, such as deep
green or purple, are more popular in the winter months.
For brides and bridesmaids
wearing skirts or dresses during
the ceremony, Haverstock suggested shorter hemlines, such as
T-length, versus a full hem
because "full skirts or dresses
are more formal."
"There are so many settings
(for weddings) ... People don't
just picture a church anymore,
anything goes," she added.
Allison photography
— Kristy Hopper is a staff
writer for the Murray Ledger & Some couples prefer a more casual
atmosphere and attire for wedding§\__
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The Bridal & Gift Registry at Pier 1.

Brides
Season of wedding dictates location
p. 4
One year calendar of events for wedding
planning
P. 5
Having it all - making the most of bridal registry
Bride checklists
ID. 7
What to know about buying a house
p. 8
ake good financial decisions
P9
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wedding bells?
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JERRY'S TUXEDO DEN
406 South 12th • Murray

759-9884
Tommy • Fubu • Chaps
Perry Ellis • Andrew Fezza
Fumagalli • After Six

All Tkixedos $
69
"
(when booked by March 31)

Say "I do" to The Bridal & Gift Registry at Pier 1.
We have the things you'll use every day and can
help with ideas to create a home that is uniquely
you. Come to Pier 1 and register for the gifts you'll
love, honor and cherish, and let us make your
new life everything you're hoping it will be.

Stoneware, Stainless and Glassware by:
Ptaltigratf. Nancy Calhoun,INaechtersbach and Pier 1 exclusive patterns
Don't walk down the aisle without us.

Nell ii11III)I'ts®
43

University Plaza • Murray • 753-1851
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Seasons keyfactor in wedding afire,location
ith wedding ceremonies
becoming - more and
more informal, it is possible for couples to have almost
any style of wedding they wish,
depending on the season.
While colder weather doesn't
provide much variation for weddings, besides the traditional
church ceremony, the warmer
weather and increased daylight
hours of summer gives couples
more options such as exchanging
their vows in a garden, on the
beach or just about any scenic
location they choose.
According to Joyce Key, owner
and manager of Mr. J's & Lady J's
Formal Wear here, winter weddings allow for more indoor decoration while a lot of weddings
during the summer and spring
take place outdoors.
"Indoor weddings are a good
time to decorate with Christmas
or Valentine motifs while many of
your outdoor weddings occur in
gazebos or at the lake," Key said.
While each wedding style
depends on the, couple getting
married and their personal pref-
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erences,Key said in colder weather, bridesmaids' dresses tend to
be darker colors-such as emerald
or forest green while pastel colors
are more popular in Warmer
weather.
Although there isn't much variation on tuxedos, Key mentioned
that during the winter, she sees
more men wearing tuxedos with
tails at wedding ceremonies.
"I think this (tails) is because
most weddings are inside during
the winter and they (members of
the wedding party) want to look
more formal ... outside weddings
are more casual," Key said.
As for wedding dresses, Key
said while styles do vary, wedding dresses are becoming more
simplified with fewer sequins. No
matter what the season, she said
she almost always recommends
brides choose dresses that do not
cover their shoulders.
"I recommend bare shoulders
no matter what ... If it's cold out,
they'll be inside during the ceremony where it is warm."
Winter, spring, summer or fall,
all seasons tend to bring out different colors for weddings espe-

and yorol. shall receive

Oakwood studios

Outside weddings are popular for summer brides, but winter brides are
encouraged to wear sleeveless dresses despite the cold.

cially when it concerns decorations and flowers since certain
flowers,are only in bloom certain
times of the year. No matter what
is in season at the time, Marge
West,employee of Murray Florist
and Gifts, said traditional roses
seem to be the most popular flowers used as decorations during
wedding cerenionies.
"Colors and choices in flowers
just depends on the person and
the season but more roses are
being uaed overall," West said.
During colder seasons, West
said darker flower colors, such as
red roses, are used more often
while warmer temperatures
invoke more yellow and white
flowers.
"Everything just kind of
depends on the setting," she said.
Besides decorations and clothing, there are other aspects of
planning the perfect wedding
such as choosing the wedding
cake.

Although choosing a flavor of
cake depends mainly upon the
wedding couples own tastes and
preferences, Vicki Geurin of
Geurin' s Cakes and Things said
cake designs vary season to season.
"What's becoming more popular now is an all-white cake with
fresh flowers," Geurin said.
According to Geurin, during
warmer weather couples choose
more spring-like colors, such as
lilac, to compliment their cake
while during colder weather
many couples choose to have a
cake resembling some aspect of
winter.
"When it's cold, a lot (of couples) choose to have their cake
decorated like something that
would resemble winter such as all
white (icing) with snowflakes or
snow babies on it," Geurin said.
— Kristy Hopper is a staff
writer for the Murray Ledger &
Times

"Beautiful To Display, Functional To Use"
Safe for oven, microwave,freezer
or dishwasher.
Come in today to register for pottery or any of our
unique items we offer from around the world.
Every Bride That Registers Gets A Free Gift.

(3;
Whatever style you have in mind, we'll help you find
the perfect wedding gown for your special day
Our boutique features a wide assortment of designer
collections to suit every bride's preference and price
range. We also carry exquisite fashions for bridesmaids,
and flower girls, as well as veils, headpieces,jewelry,
shoes, accessories and Carlson Craft products for the
bride.
And, tux rentals for the gentlemen.

Olde World Marketplace
306 Main (Downtown Murray) 759-4877

BETTY'S BRIDAL COTTAGE
Puryear, TN • 731-247-3959
Thurs.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Other Hours Available By Appointment

1-731-247-6150

1-731-247-5422
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9 to 12 months before
Select a wedding date.
Formally announce your
engagement to both sides of the
family.
Decide who you would like in
your wedding party and ask them
to participate.
Purchase bridal magazines
and start a wedding file. Collect
tear sheets of dresses, flowers, ed.
Purchase a notebook to store
your wedding information.
Research, if applicable, premartial counseling and sign up for
the appropriate classes.
Ftesearch wedding locations
for the ceremony and reception.
Create a guest list.
Alphabetize your guest list and
include each guest's street address,
city, state, and zip code.
8 month before
Schedule an appointment at
bridal salons and begin shopping for
a dress.
Reserve wedding locations
for the ceremony and the reception
and send a deposit.
Set a preliminary budget.
_ Update your guest list.
_ Select three hotels in varying
price and notify your out-of-town
guests.
Determine wedding theme,
style, and color scheme.
Interview and select a wedding coordinator, if applicable.
_ Interview and select a band.
Interview and select a videographer.
Interview and select a photographer.
Begin registering for wedding
gifts.
7 Months Before
_ Place your final order for your
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wedding gown, shoes, veil, and
other accessories.
Begin shopping for bndesmaid dresses.
Review invitation options.
Interview and select a florist.
Interview and select a caterer,
if necessary.
Interview and select and officiant (minister, priest, pastor, rabbi
or judge.)
Interview cake designers,
sample cake flavors, and select a
cake.
Review ideas for the honeymoon and contact your travel agent
for information and reservations.
- 6 months before
___ Begin shopping for invitations.
Review invitations options.
Create a "B" invitation guest
list.
Place your final order for
bridesmaids' gowns and any accessories.
Have the mothers coordinate
and select their dresses.
Reserve rental equipment,
including chairs, tables, tents,
linens, ect.
Select and reserve and specialty rental items you might want
to use and get samples of each,
including table linens, glassware,
and charger plates.
5 months before
Finalize the overall budget.
Select floral arrangements for
the ceremony, reception and
bridal party.
Finalize your decor ideas and
design schematic.
Mail any outstanding deposits
to vendors.
Begin shopping for party
favors for the wedding, if applicable.
Shop for your wedding rings.

_ Begin shopping for the
groom's wedding attire.
Select the groom's attendants
attire. Send out tuxedo measurement forms to all groomsmen.
Finalize dates for showers
and bachelor or bachelorette parties.
4 months before
Finalize all the information for
the wedding invitations and order
them.
Notify any family or friends
that you would like to participate in
your wedding as a escort, card table
attendant, gift attendant or photo
liaison.
'Submit menu and beverage
selections to the hotel or caterer.
Begin the music selections for
the ceremony. You will need a processional song for the groom, parents and attendants, a bridal song
and a recessional song.
Select a responsible person
to handle the guest book and determine its location.
Scout and reserve rehearsal
dinner locations.
Complete your registry.
Place your final order on
party favors.
Schedule tests for make-up
and hair.
3 months before
Complete your wedding invitation list and submit it to a calligrapher.
Finalize the date, time and
place of the wedding rehearsal
and rehearsal dinner.
Make a guest list for the
rehearsal dinner.
_ Attend your first appointment
with the wedding officiant to review
details for the ceremony.
Select the traditions your
would like to include in your recep-

ton; for example, the bride and
groom's first dance, the formal cake
cutting, the first toasts, or the fatherdaughter or mother-son dance.
_ Select special readings and
begin writing personalized vows, if
applicable.
Make all your appointments
for make-up, hair, ect.
Schedule an appointment for
a food tasting and a meeting with
the caterer or hotel catering staff.
Set up an appointment to see
a sample of your flower centerpieces and if possible, your linens,
china and glassware with your
florist and reception venue. Bring
your wedding coortfirrator;• if you have one.
If you have special music
requests for the ceremony to reception, buy sheet music.
Purchase plenty of stamps
and several pens that match your
stationary for thank you notes.
Begin writing thank you notes
as wedding gifts arrive.
Purchase hostess gifts and
cards for your showers. Have them
gift-wrapped and write thank you
notes.
Purchase a guest book, signin pen, cake knife and lifter and
champagne flutes.
_ Book and reserve your bridal
preparation and honeymoon
suite.
Check your state's requirements for a marriage license.
2 months
Schedule first fittings for weddings gown and tuxes. Remember
to bring stockings, shoes, hair
accessories, jewelry and a camera.
_ Begin composing the wedding weekend schedule information.
1 month before
_ Apply for a marriage license.

Page B-.5

Finalize the details with your
caterer, florist and musicians.
Submit the wedding program
information to a stationer.
Finalize your schedule for the
weddin_ p
your wedding
venue.
Pick up the wedding rings.
Get forms to change names
on your social security card, driver's
license, insurance and medical
plans and bank accounts.
Schedule your second bridal
gown fitting.
Mail your rehearsal dinner
invitations.
3 weeks before the-wedding
_ Reconfirm your hotel room for
the wedding night.
Send final confirmation for all
your honeymoon reservations.
Prepare and pack for your
honeymoon and wedding weekend.
2 weeks before
_ Send final payments to all

vend-Ors.
1 week before
___ Confirm the whereabouts of
your marriage license and wedding rings.
Pick up your bridal gown and
veil and make sure all your accessories are together.
__ Pick up the bridal party and
bring them to the bridal dressing
room the day before the wedding, if
possible.
_ Pick up the groom's tux and
make sure all of his accessories
are together.
_ Grooms should get a hair cut.
Source:
www.weddingchannel.com

II Churches ...
From Page 2

that in a non-member marriage
the church could be used.
"It's not standard practice ...
It's a case by case thing where I'd
check with the Bishop," Goetz
said. According to Daniel, nonmember couples wishing to be
married at First United Methodist
Church should consider the
month in which they are wishing
to share their wedding vows
since the church does not allow
non-church members use of the

church during June or December,
which are two of the busiest
months for the church.
For non-members seeking marriage in a Baptist setting, Ray
said, "If couples are seeking use
of the church only,every situation
is different. I'd look into the situation and typically use of the
building would be allowed."
— Kristy Hopper is a staff
writer for the Murray Ledger &
Times

It's the little details
that matter most.

414er
.

-
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It's the little details
that we provide.

*Mirrors
*Silk Plants
& Trees

Happily
Ever
After

*Sculptures
*Photo Frames
*Limited Edition
Poster Art & Originals

We will gladly assist you in choosing the perfect
frame and mattingfor your wedding photos.

The
We'll make your special day blossom with beauty.
•Bridal Bouquets •Wedding Corsages
*Table Centerpieces •Floral Decorations

,GALLERY,

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-0932

"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-4
101 N. 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019
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Registryfills every brides hearts'desire
A

long with the responsibilities of pulling off a wedding, brides are also faced
with the burden of setting up a
household, after the festivities
end.
Luckily tradition calls for support from friends and relatives
through the bridal gift registry.
Many local store owners find
many brides apprehensive about
the registry process.
"Sometimes they are hesitant
to register, and all brides are hesitant about their registry, that they
might be picking out too much or
the items are too expensive," said
Sarah Curd, owner of Vintage
Rose.
She suggest brides try not to
worry themselves about what or
•how much their registry is.
"People want to buy gifts for
you so pick out what you like,"
Curd said.
Curd said out of the brides that
have frequented her stole recently, most have picked china patterns with a more traditional flair.

Curd said more than half of
brides shoose a simple pattern
with a gold or platinum band.
She said platinum has been the
most popular for the past couple
of years, but gold is coming back
into style in a big.way.
She saidmany brides go for the
simple style because it goes with
everything, but they aren't stuck
with white if they change their
color scheme later. Curd said
many traditional china patterns
offer colorful accent plates.
"That way you can have a simple pattern with an accent plate
that jazzes it up a bit," Curd said.
Curd suggests that brides
choose a pattern they will not be
afraid to use.
"I encourage everyone to pick
up the pieces to Make sure they
are comfortable using it," Curd
said.
Curd said that china can be
used every day, but most girls
choose to use it only on special
occasions. Curd said in the everyday patterns, they are more flexible in the colors and styles they

Oakwood Studios

Crystal is one item many brides choose for their registry list.

choose.
"In the everydayware,it can go
half and half," Curd said. "They
either want plain white or they
want bold colors."
She also said when it comes to
everydayware,the grooms have a

bit more to say about the patterns
being chosen.
"It is so funny when you see
the brides and grooms, the
grooms want white and the
•See Page 7
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Cakes, Catering, Dinners
& Reception Planning

Geurin Cakes
& Things
436-2199
229 Geurin Rd.• Murray
Permit #44299

Before saying "I do," visit your nearest Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
for a personalized bridal consultation. We'll help select the ideal
makeup shades to wear on your special day and show you how to
maintain a blushing-bridal glow through proper skin care.
For a picture-perfect look, callfor an appointment today!

COLOR YOUR DAY PERFECT
Bel-Air Center • 908 South 12th Street
Murray, KY •(270)753-6926
Independently owned and operated.

Custom Wedding Planning
From Ceremony To Reception

MERLE

noRmAri

COSMETIC STUDIOS
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Gifts ...

•

From Page 6
With the busy day ahead, a bride has a lot on her mind. Here is
a list of items to help her keep her focus:
Gown
Shoes
Veil/Headpiece
Jewelry
Wrap (for cold weather)
Stockings/ Pantyhose (two
pairs) ,
Undergarments
Button-front shirt (for
make-up and hair)
Cosmetics
Compact/Mirror
Foundation
Waterproof Mascara
Perfume
Lip Balm
Toothpaste/Toothbrush
Breath mints
Deodorant
Extra contact lenses and
solution
Prescription medication (if
needed)
Hair Products
Brush/comb/round
brush/hairspray
Blow Dryer/curling iron

Barettes/combs/headband
_ Money/credit cards/driver's
license/checks
Purse
_ Champalre flutes
Cake knife and lifter
_.Vows and toast
Something old
Something new
Something borrowed
Something blue
Handkerchief
Garter
Marriage License
Wedding rings
"Getting Ready" tape/cd's
for bridal dressing area and
boom box
Outfit for post-reception
Thank you gifts for wedding party and parents
Throw bouquet
Guest book and pen
Source:
www.weddingchannel.com

Preserve that moment in timeforever!

brides want bold colors," Curd
said.
However, regardless of tradition or outside input, the brides
should really pick pieces that
appeal to them. "If someone is drawn to a colorful pattern and they loYe it,
then they will probably love it
forever," Curd said.
Olde World Marketplace offers
a gift registry with their Polish
pottery.
"It is a good way to get your
everyday dishes and your bakeware," said Shannon Contrigives of Olde World Marketplace.
'Plus it is a good way to start
your new home with bright colors." .
Steve Andrus, owner of Pier
One, said he has seen more girls
drawn to the bold colors this year
for their everydayware.
However, he cannot say that a
brides' dinnenyare is the most
important thing she picks out.
"The most important gift varies
with the girl," Andrus said. lie
said while some girls truly value
their dinnerware, others might

cheriW-another arbcle. More.
He said when brides fill out
their registry form they are more
concerned with the household
they have, not the household they
%vitt have in the future.
"Most of the girls pick out
things they need at the time,"
Andrus said.
He also said he has seen situations where girls feel they are
picking out either too many items
or too many expensive items.
"They are a little apprehensive," Andrus said. "Most of the
time the girls get whatever they
pick out."
Andrus said he is encouraging
girls who are registering now to
come back and update as the
wedding approaches because
their stock is so low from the post
holiday sales.
"If they are coming on now and
have a junt.‘ shower date, they
really need to come back,:
Andrus said. "It gives them more
of a selection."
- Brandi Williams is a staff
writer for the Murray Ledger &
Times

We want to be a part of your
new life together.
From setting up your first joint checking account to
buying your first home — the professionals at
The Murray Bank can help you make
the right decisions as you begin
your life as a couple.
Come see us today for
home and auto
loans,
investment
plans or any
of your banking
needs.

gv•

d)
1
Murray Bank
The

v&IllisonTliptogfaphy
607 South 4th St.• Murray • 753-8809

How Banking Should Be
MI SIM12 St_•arm KY•7711-7113-1•M
vnevaamirraylolum
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Picking rings more difficult with changing trends
ings styles and trends
change with every passing
year.
And they also change with
each potential bride.
Grooms have been coached for
years on the importance of picking out the perfect diamond, and

R

the four C's: cut, carat, color and
clarity.
After the diamond is chosen,
then what?
Engagement rings come in an
array of styles and each one compliments the personality of the
person wearing it.

"This is also known as our past,
This season, princess cut solitaries have been the favorite present, future ring," Tabers said.
amongst young lovers.
"This represents the three parts of
"The princess cut has a large the relationship. It is a very
table, so it looks like a larger romantic ring."
stone," said Vickie Stepp, store
Years ago, gold was the most
manager for Friedman's Jewelers. wuimon metal -used in engage"Everyone has been coming in ment rings, but the past couple of
asking for the princess cut."
years platinum has outshined
Their most popular seller is the gold.
princess cut diamond with
However, jewelers say that
baguettes on the side.
platinum and white gold have
Stepp said although this is pop- taken a downturn and gold is
ular, the round brilliant is the making its way back in.
most classic choice.
"Platinum becomes popular
"Single solitaire round is the every 15 years for about three
most traditional cut," Stepp said. • years and then it is gold again,"
Beth Tabers, manager of Stepp said.
Michelson's Jewelers, said her
Stepp said although platinum
most popular seller is the princess is more durable, it also becomes
cut three-diamond anniversary
•See Page 6
ring.

rOakwood stuthos

It's too important to get wrong: Jewelers suggest ditching the element of
surprise and have brides design their own ring.

Grooms

Look better than the bride
)
1 .3
Plan ahead for the perfect honeymoon
Responsibilities of the rehearsal dinner
Groom checklists
P. 7

P- 5
p.7

Some things in life are
more important than money.
XeltdeZCee:452-21
- 4
(270)759 5314
(888)580 3891
www.4twilight.com

You'll treasure your wedding video
for a lifetime!

We share your hopes for a bright future. You see,
were not just your bankers. We're also your neighbors, from the tellers to the bank president. So it's only
natural for us to support you in your new venture in life.
We're a hometown bank. One with the resources and
experience of Union Planters, to help you manage
your finances in the best way possible. So you can
focus on what's really important.

SOLUTION:
ZUINION
PLANTERS
BANK
101 S. 4th St. • 270-753-1893 • 515 N. 12th St. • 270-753-6151
611 S. 12th St. • 270-753-6161

What a day awaits you! You'll cherish
these sacred wedding memories. But you'll
forget the details. Your mind
will be overloaded with wonderful
emotions. It just can't process all the rich
detail of the day. But your wedding video
can ... and will!
We are wedding specialists who know
what brides want. We know because we
listen to each of them. You and your wedding
day are special. And your wedding video will
be as well. Over the years you'll find that it is
one of your most precious treasures.
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New styles make wearing tuxedo easier
sually the one thing a
groom dreads the most
about being in the wedding is having to wear a tuxedo.
With many new styles available, wearing a penguin suit
doesn't have to be that painful.
Joyce Key, of Mr. J's
Formalwear, said there is a wide
variety of styles in a wide variety
of colors for the groom and the
groomsmen.
More than anything she said
this season men are going for the
full dress tuxedo with tails, while
in the summertime, tuxedos are
the shorter suit coats.
Lance Allison, manager of Mr.
Tuxedo said many tuxedos have
more of a casual style this season.
"It is amazing how they are
making everything look like a
suit," Allison said. "It is more formal than a suit but it is a little
more comfortable than a tuxedo."
Vincent Hathcock, manager of
Jerry's Tuxedo Den, said many
grooms this season are sporting
the longer coats.
"Those are especially popular
with the taller guys," Hathcock
said.
Allison said he has also seen
several grooms wearing the
longer coats.
"It is not a duster type thing
but a little longer that a suit coat,"
Allison said.
She said fashion vests are still
very popular, especially with colors that coordinate with the
bridesmaids' dresses.
"Vests are definitely in; cummerbunds are definitely out,"
Key said.
Hathcock said many of his customers prefer the full back vest.
"Quite 'a few these days are
going for the full back because it
is like their still wearing a suit
when they remove their jacket,"
Hathcock said.
Allison said he prefers the full
back vests.
"The full back is a nice look,"
Allison said.
Allison said one popular variation to the fashion vest is they are
coming up closer to the neckline.
"The vest come up so high

U

now," Allison said. "There are
some that come all the way up to
the neck."
Key said there are also a wide
variety of neck accessories available for grooms who want to get
away from the traditional bow
tie.
Hathcock said he has seen
many grooms wearing the long
tie, instead of the bow tie. The
long tie, or Euro-tie, is tucked
into the vest.
Key said other neck accessories
available to provide an alternative to the bow tie are: button
covers, bow ties, Euro-tie,and the
four in hand.
She also said more grooms are
wearing traditional black tuxedos.
"Black is still our most popular
color, however, we are doing
some grays," Key said.
Key also said there are not as
Allison photography
many grooms wearing , white
tuxedos as they wet before, or Long ties and lapels are popular among tuxedo styles this season.
mixing white and black tuxedos.
VW 111111ir,
rg
"Whites are not in right now,"
Key said. "They are just not popular at this time."
41••
Hathcock said he is also seeing
black gray mixes, but hardly any
Pt
white tuxedos.
"Very few now wear all
white," Hathcock said. "A long
time ago that was the thing."
Allison said he also has not
sold any white or ivory tuxedos
in quite a while and has had very
few requests for the gray tuxedos.
Wedding Gowns
Price!
"We don't get too many
•Tuxedos(5 paid grooms free) - All Styles Available
requests for charcoal," Allison
'Wedding Gowns - May Purchase or Rent
said."Gray has really gone out of
'Bridesmaids & Flower Girl Dresses
style."
(Discounts w/tuxedos, purchase or rent)
Key said although it is the men
*Complete Wedding Chapel Package Available
who have to wear the tuxedo, the
Stidel...Rege.aer kyr 2002 94.4ecuo‘tut Eze4.4a4.94.1.4/
bride is still in charge of choosing
style and color.
* Brides come in for a free consultation and receive a gift and register for a
"The bride is much more inter3 day/2 night vacation package.(Your choice of 70 locations)
*
Wedding Tuxedos - Free Rental * Free Wedding Gown Rental
ested in how everyone looks,"
* Wedding Planner * Cake lbpper * Free Limousine
Key said."The groom might have
some input but most of the time
the bride makes the final decision."
However, Hathcock said the
groom has quite a bit of input of
their tuxedo styles.
"The bride has a lot to say, but
304 Main St.
Nationwide
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II Tuxedos ...
From Page 3
the groom picks out what they
want," Hathcock said.
Allison said it is a little bit of
both. •
"I do have some grooms come
in and say this is the only thing I
have control over," Allison said.
"And they vvon;t let the bride see
the tux. They tell me,'If I can't see
her dress, then she can't see my
tux.In suit coats, Hathcock said the
notch, peak, double breasted and
double lapels are the most popular.
He also said gentlemen prefer
wearing the square-toed shoes.
Allison said he sees the squaretoed shoes as a more casual
approach.
"Tuxedo shoes are ping to the
way of a casual look," Allison
said. "It gives it a more fashion
edge."
Key said she has seen some
strange things walk out of her
dressing room when grooms put
on the tuxedo for the first time.
"I've seen them wear their cuffs

and links backwards," Key said.
"I've also seen them take the
adjustable strap in the back of a
vest and tie a knot in it _because
they didn't take the time to figure
out how to adjust it."
Many times when a groom
enters her store, he has never
worn a tuxedo before. Key said
they take him in the back and
give him a trial run of the procedure.
Allison said he also sees a lot of
grooms who have either never
worn a tux before or hasn't worn
one since prom.
"When they try on the tux is
when I have to watch them,"
Allison said.
When a groom picks up his
tuxedo, he will find these items:
jacket, trousers, shirt, vest, neck
treatment (bow tie or long tie),
Oakwood Studios
cufflinks, studs and shoes.
Tuxedo styles have adapted a more casual feel with longer ties, full-backed
"Relatively everything accept vests and square-toed shoes.
your socks and underwear, and
"We try to make it as simple as
- Brandi Williams is a staff
we sell socks here," Key said.
writer forethe Murray Ledger &
She also said all ties are already possible," Key said.
Times
ties when they are picked up.
Schedule your entire
wedding Party for
the latest hair
styles on your
special day.

Featuring: Updo's • Low/High Lights
Perms • Foils• Paraffin Manicure & Pedicures
Newest Color & Cuts For Men, Women & Children

azebo Facilities Avaitabfr

Acrylic Nail Special $25 • Ask about Group Discount

604-1 /2 Broad St. Ext. • Murray • 759-1874

01
Complete Catering Needs From 2-200!
• Wedding & Groom Cakes • Floral Designs
• Ministers • Dressing Facilities • Sound System & Music
• Lavish Grounds for your Unique Photos
()tit- Wedding Coordinators will assist you in all your wedding need,.

For more information, call 270-362-4296 and
ask for Tina or Eric.

Steele & Allbritten
Plumbing & Electrical
Large Inventory ofResidential
and Commercial Vacuums
Featuring Panasonic &
Simplicity
• NEW UNIT SALES
• SERVICE FOR MOST BRANDS
• BAGS FOR MOST BRANDS
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
209 S. 3rd St. • Murray • 753-5341
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Agents_advise: Plan earlyfor honeymoon bliss
ust when you think you can't
plan one more thing relating
to your wedding, it's time to
figure out the honeymoon.
Bonnie Myers, an employee of
Destinations Unlimited, recommends that couples start planning their honeymoons about six
months in advance to_allow sufficient time to prepare a budget,
decide on a destination and the
length of the vacation.
Once a couple has decided at
least these three key elements for
their dream destination, they
should contact a travel agent to
arrange further aspects of their
vacation such as where to stay,
whether the vacation will be allinclusive or not and what types
of activities will be available in
the area the couple is traveling to.
One of the benefits of choosing
an all-inclusive honeymoon is
that is allows couples to know
exactly what they will spend
ahead of time. Although packages vary, all-inclusive vacations
include travel, meals and accommodations within one set price.

J

"We can put together any
package customized to the couple," Myers said. According to
Myers, couples wishing to stay
three to five days at their destination- tend to choose all-inclusive
packages while those staying for
a week or longer sometimes
choose to dine on the variety of
foods offered by the local restau--rants where they are staying.
Honeymoons can range from
trips overseas to exotic resorts, to
hiking in the mountains, snow
skiing, sea kayaking or just relaxing on the beach. According to
Myers, of all the choices available, the most popular dream
destinations for couples, no matter what season they celebrate
their marriage, tend to be cruises
to warmer climates such as
Jamaica, Hawaii or the Bahamas.
"The only choice that's available in the summer that's not
available in winter is Alaska but
most honeymooners don't
choose to vacation there," she
said.
For couples on a tight budget

Allison photography

Planning ahead ensures the wedding night will be as special as anticipated.

and willing to hold off on their
dream vacation for a short time,
depending when vows are
shared, Myers said from
September to October there is
usually a window where travel is
less expensive.
and
"These (September

October) are generally slow
months for weddings so most
people don't choose to take their
honeymoon during these times,"
Myers said.
— Kristy Hopper is a staff
writer for the Murray Ledger &
Times

—

••••••

For a happy honeymoon
In order for couples to get further organized for their dream vacation, here are
a few suggestions:
• Buy a travel guide. With this you can compile a sightseeing list and select
attractions near each other for day trips.
• Figure out if a passport is needed.
• If traveling in a questionable territory,check to see if there are any U.S. government advisories.
• Consult with your doctor to make sure you have an adequate supply of
medication.
• Make photocopies of your driver's license, airline tickets and credit cards
you'll be bringing on the trip.
• Make a packing checklist.
• Take enough cash or traveler's checks and know where to locate an ATM
near your destination.

JERRY'S TUXEDO DEN
406 South 12th • Murray

759-9884
Tommy• Fubu • Chaps
Perry Ellis • Andrew Fezza
Fumagalli • After Six
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Choose from an exciting variety of honeymoon packages
priced to fit every new bride and groom's budget.

Cabo San
Lucas

Paradise
Island

7 Nights
All Inclusive
Sheraton Hacienda
Del Mar

5 Nights
Air, Hotel & Transfers
Atlantis

5 Nights
Air, Hotel & Transfers

$2,300

$2,521

$2,988

Freeport
Antigua
7 Nights
All Inclusive
Sandeis

5 Nights
All Inclusive
Club Viva

$1,767

$4,632

FAR LANDS TRAVEL
301 N. 12th St.
4:71
42
l .
Murray, iKY
2701753484
6
1
44
118 West Ilroads
KY
47-8747
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NI Rings ...
From Page 2
dull easier and is very expensive.
"Platinum is durable but it won't be as
attractive as king," Stepp said.
Tabers said it will probably be a few years
before gold is popular again in this area. She
said she has visited several markets and gold
is becoming popular in Europe.
"Europe is really pushing gold, but it usu- _
ally takes two years to get in this area," Tabers
said.
Tabers said she too is seeing a drop in platinum sales, but people are still wanting the
silver look.
"The silver look is still popular but platinum is so expensive," Tabers said."We get a
lot of requests for it, but very few people buy
it."
Stepp said many brides-to-be are looking
for an alternative to the typical engagement

ring or wedding band and are adding gemstone wraps.
"It kind of gives the diamond a little flair,"
Stepp said."Many use the wrap as a wedding
band."
Tabers also said she has seen the same
thing._
__"Many are bypassing the wedding band
and using the wrap instead," Tabers said.
"Normally we keep sapphire, emerald and
ruby wraps, but sapphire does the best."
Stepp said there are two ways a groom-tobe can approach picking out a ring, either go
on his own and try to determine what she
would like, or bring the bride-to-be with him
to the jeweler.
"They lose the element of surprise but they
are getting her something she likes and will
cherish," Stepp said.

We would like to thank

Stepp said most men purchase wedding
rings around the holidays,to.rnake the season
even more special.
"After the first of the year there are a lot of
heartbroken gents who say she said 'no,"
Stepp said.
Stepp said Friedman's offers a 30-day
money back guarantee.
Tabers said Michelson's normally offers ,1
30-day money back guarantee, but due to
their change of inventory sale, can't right
now.
Tabers said she doesn't normally see that
many returns.
"Most of the time people keep the ring if it
doesn't work out," Tabers said.

-Brandi Williams is a staff writerfor the
Murray Ledger & Times

We would.like to thank

Oakwood Studios
eAllison Cntotogfaphy

121 N. Bypass
753-7050

607 S. 4th St.
753-8809
iks for providing the wedding photographs in this bridal section

for providing the wedding
photographs in this bridal section
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the rules
Rehearsal dinner: know
_
he wedding rehearsal dinners, which are tradition_
ally given by the groom's
family, typically include all
attendants, the bride and her
fiancee's immediate family, the
officiate and spouse, as well as
out-of-town guests.
According to Vicki Geurin, of
Geurin's Cakes and Things,
many times the spouse or significant other of each attendant
is also invited.
While Geurin suggests that
couples book their rehearsal
dinners at the same time they
book their wedding, Leigh. Ann
Grady of Cakes and More, suggests scheduling the rehearsal
dinner two to three months in
advance, although "the_ further
in advance, the better," she said.
----- While many couples choose
to ha x e their rehearsal dinner at
a restaurant, Grady and Geurin
both said that many couples are
choosing to have their rehearsal
dinn6rs at fellowship or reception hall in addition to country

T

clubs. "Many try to have the
(rehearsal) dinner at the same
place as they are having the
wedding ... the couple and
church work together," Geurin

_
(north or south) some couples
serve it (groom's_ cake) at the
rehearsal-- dinner and others at
the reception ... more people in
the north serve it at the rehearsal dinner," -Grady said.
• For many, the idea of d
groom's cake seems somewhat
confusing • so Geurin pointed
out that "they (groom's cakes)
are usually decorated Pertaining to their (groom's) life or
hobbies or they can be elegant,"
Geurin said.
As far as decorating for a dinner, Grady said it just depends
on the type of atmosphere' the
host/hostess is wishing to
achieve. She said she usuall\
leaves the decoration up to the
host/hostess or florists but
added that for rehearsal dinners, "there are table cloths,
place settings a lot of things
that can compliment the decorations."

A rehearsal dinner can be as
formal or informal as the
like.
would
host/hostess
Geurin said when the weather is
warm, a relaxed atmosphere
such as grilling hamburgers
outside make a nice setting for a
rehearsal dinner.
Once a couple has set a price
range for the dinner, Grady and
Geurin said they then go over a
menu with the couple and allow
them to choose what they desire
to have during the dinner.
According to both, chicken
and prime rib are seemingly the
to choices for rehearsal _dinners
and some couples choose to
have the groom's cake as
dessert at the rehearsal dinner,
although many wait until the
- Kristy Hopper is a staff
reception to serve the groom's
writer for the Murray Ledger &
cake.
"Depending where you live Times

tviviv.ociktuotPelltttclio.corn

Vows and toast
Tuxedo or suit
Shirt
Vest/cummerbund
Undergarments
Studs/cufflinks
Tie
Wedding rings
Shoes and socks
Handkerchief
Hair gel
Comb and brush
Breath mints
Razor/shaving cream
Deodorant
Cologne
Money/credit cards/drichecks
ers
lenses
contact
Extra
and solution (if needed)
Clothing for posT reCep
-

Source:
www.weddingchannel.com
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Where the heart-Is...
Finding perfect home takes patience
inding a home is possibly one of the most "Buy below what you qualify for so you don't end
up in financial trouble."
important steps a married couple can take.
Both Campbell and Kopperud encourage couples
Many couples want to rush into buying a house to comparison shop when they begin looking at
as soon as the honeymoon is over, but many real- homes.
tors caution young couples not to jump the gun.
"See 10 to 15 homes before you make a decision,"
"It takes time to find what you want," Barbara Campbell said.
Campbell.of Campbell Realty said.
Campbell said this will make determining a good
Campbell said before a couple even begins look- house from a bad house process a lot easier.
ing for a house, they should communicate their
"If someone looks at 10 to 15 houses they will be
needs to one another. •
able to tell if it is structurally sound without having
Campbell said wants and needs are different for a contracting degree," Campbell said.
each couple and each individual. She said what the
Kopperud said she encourages people to have a
bride is looking for in a home might not be what the professional home inspection.
groom is looking for, and vice versa.
"This is to see if any repairs are needed in three to
"Your wants and needs should be communicated five years so they can budget for it," Kopperud
that way those needs can that convey to a Realtor," said.
Campbell said. "It is harder for them because they
Campbell said she doesn't think young couples
do not understand the ins and outs of a house."
should jump into buying a new home right away,
Campbell said the next step is visiting a lender but instead look for a resale home.
and getting prequalified for a loan.
"If I was a newlywed I wouldn't purchase a new,
Kathy Kopperud, sales agent with KoppeNd home," Campbell said.
realty, said in the prequalification process, the credShe said with new homes, there are many details
it rating is most important.
and expenses that young couples shouldn't have to
"The couple should check their credit rating to deal with.
make sure their credit is in good standing,"
"There are too many things left to be done on a
Kopperud said. "If they have a lot of different cred- new home," Campbell said. "I would look for a
it cards that brings down their credit rating because resale."
they have the potential for debt."
Kopperud tells young couples that buying a
Kopperud also said she encourages people to home is a good thing to do,especially with the presvisit as many lenders as possible because different ent state of the economy.
banks offer different loan programs toward first
"People are investing in real estate and homes
time buyers.
because they know it is a good sound investment,"
Campbell said couples should look for homes Kopperud said.
below their prequalified price range.
— Brandi Williams is a staff writer for the
"Don't get in over your head," Campbell said. Murray Ledger & Times

F

Planning
B

anking and finances are
usually the last thing on a
bride and groom's minds.
However,
having
stable
finances is good for any couple's
future.
One of the first things a couple
will want to do is set up a joint
checking account.
Judy Pascall of Union Planters
Bank recommends brides have
their social security number card
changed with their new ° name
before setting up a joint checking
account.
"We have to wait until their
name is changed on their social
security card," Pascall said.
She also said _ if the
_
bride
already has an account, she
should have her name changed
on that account as well.
Holding a joint checking
account or having separate
accounts, is really up to the couple's preference, but Patti
Thomas of Murray Bank recommends couples keep in mind the
meaning of a joint account.
"With a joint account, it is as
much his as it is hers," Thomas
said. "It is a joint account, so it is
all equal."
Another thing couples should
consider after they marry is their
credit rating.
A couple's credit rating determines whether or not they will
be able to later receive loans, and

r

With this ring...
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how much of a loan they can
receive.
"They need to establish good
credit because even though they
might not want to buy a home
now, they will in five years and
they will want that good credit
rating," Paschall said. _
Paschall said when couples get
married, they take on each
other's credit.history..
"I've had people come in for a
loan and couldn't because one
spouse had good credit and the
other had bad credit," Paschall
Murray, KY 42071
said.
Libby Welch, assistant vicepresident of Area Bank said that
is why communication about
finances is so important with
young couples.
"You've got to be truthful
sometime, and it is either in my
office or at home," Welch said.
When a couple is considering
coming to a lender for a loan,
many backs recommend preauthorization, to give the couple an
idea of what they are in for.
"It is a simple ratio as long as
you know what you owe and
what you make," Welch said. "It
helps you determine if you can
afford the home you are looking Establishing good credit early is one way for married
at."
some of today's homes.
ing."
Welch said usually couples
"There are several government
Welch recommends that couhave to make a down payment of
loans to help, but the couple ples begin early preparing for
20 percent when they get a home
must have a low income, which that first loan.
loan, which can be expensive on
many young couples are exceed"Pay your bills on time, don't

over-extend yourself and save,"
Welch said.
— Brandi Williams is a staff
writer for the Murray Ledger &
Times

Mr. and Mrs. Rich
Certainly has a nice ring to it, but
how do you get there?
We invite you to sit down with us to learn more.

• Fresh & Silk Flowers
• Wedding Equipment Rentals
•Free Wedding Consultation
• Custom Designs
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